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An Open Forum discussed important campus issues with students last Friday. Story on pages 8 and 9.

Security Report Issued,. Holiday
Break-Ins Disclosed

increase in order to expand
sequent crime involving motor
by Andrew Yurkovsky
security patrols. Vice President
vehicles. According to the security
report, 17 motor vehicles were
Reported crime at Trinity in- Thomas A. Smith is supportive of
stolen last semester and 54 thefti
creased last semester by 7 percent, such an increase and is optimistic
corrtpared with-thfe sarne: period in .about its. approval.
• from motor vehicles were reported*
1979, according to a campus
Perhaps as a result of the rise in
Smith, noting that the Ferris
security report released this month escort service use, the incidence of
parking lot is usually empty,
believes that students should be
by Security Director Michael Sch- sexual assault declined compared
more flexible about where they
weighoffer. A rise in the incidence to that of the same period last year.
park their automobiles.
of robbery, motor vehicle theft, One unsuccessful attempt was
Finally, Smith concluded that an
and theft of property from motor reported, while in 1979, two atvehicles accounted for the in- tempted and three successful rapes open campus like Trinity's puts
added pressure on the security
crease, the report also mentioned. were reported. Four assaults and
department. He added, however,
Last semester also saw a rise in three robberies were also reported
that maintenance of an open
the use of the campus escort last semester.
For the .most part, Vice campus is important so that the
service, according to the report.
Calls for escorts rose from 1,984 in President Smith is pleased with the college is "not.seen as an island"
1979 to 4,571 in 1980. Sch- security report. "The fact that the separated from the rest of the
weighoffer believes that "security use of the escort service is up is community. He hopes that, despite
alerts" posted after roberies last good news," he said. "People are the somewhat-positive security
semester may have accounted for aware that the service is there." report, students tyill continue
Schweighoffer "taking reasonable precautions."
the increased use of the escort Both he and
service. He mentioned that, commended the Inter-Fraternity
although the rise in demand for Council for the additional escorts
escorts "limits our mobile patrol the organization provided last
capabilities, I'd rather have semester.
Smith, however, is "a little
students use the escort service than
by Joseph McAleer
risk personal harm." He also stated alarmed" about the parking
Good news and bad news
that he is requesting a budget problem on campus and conconcerning energy consumption at
Trinitv were announced recentlv
by
Vice-President
Thomas
Smith.
The good news is represented in
the large savings of energy and
by Rachel Mann .
Discussion concerning the money on campus, due to the
A new architectural plan for renovation of the existing structure successful implementation of the
Mather Campus Center has been or the construction of a new energy management system, as welJ
completed and submitted to an building has gone on for quite some as the efficient use of the new, gasarchitectural firm. According to time. The Center presently serves' burning boilers.
The bad news, on the other
Wayne Asmus, Director for approximately 1700 students. Built
in 1 9 7
hand, involves an increase in the
° - i l wal> originally designed
Mather Campus CenTc'r" and '
Advisor for Student Affairs, this to accommodate roughly 890 electrical consumption of the
proposal is th.e first of ap- students. Asmus and the Mather College, an unusual occurrence
proximately four or five similar Committee (consisting of Jan Burr, that has the administration puzrevisions expected to come out of Carol Kleeman, Riel Crandall, Bill zled.
Scharmweber, Jim Pomeroy, and
Compared with other schools in
the firm's study.
Mike
Reiner),
as
well
as
members
the
region, Trinity weathered the
The heading on the reports
states, "Part One describes Mather of the administration 'admit that the recent cold spell quite well, Smith
current facilities are inefficient stated. Only one occurrence of
as related to services and programs
and inadequate for the needs of the pipe-bursting was reported, at 216
and Part Two describes areas as
student population.
New Britain Avenue, where Smith
related to the food service
Asmus does not expect to have admitted that the building temprogram." Asmus said that the
planning and structure of the any difficulties gaining financial perature had been set too low.
The heating demand on campus
student1 centers is "my field"—his support from the administration.
has
risen substantially, due to the
continued
on
page
4
specialty.

George W. B. Starkey, M.D., Chairman of the Board of Trustees
of Trinity College, announced last weekend the formation of a
Presidential Search Committee to help select a successor to
President Theodore D. Lockwood, fifteenth president of the
College. President Lockwood has announced his intention to retire
from the presidency by January, 1982.
The new Committee, which includes representation from the
trustees, the faculty, and the student body, will consult with the
various constituencies of the College and conduct a search to
identify one or more candidates to recommend to the full Board of
Trustes, which will make the final selection.
The Committee will consist of fourteen members. The seven
voting members will be trustees, and their appointment was alsearinounced today by Dr. Starkey. Chairman of the Committee will be
Brenton W. Harries '50; serving with him will be, in addition to Dr.
Starkey '39, Leonard E. Greenberg '48, William R. Prrlle '44, Karl
E. Scheibe '59, Emily G. H. Sullivan '74, and Stuart D. Watson.
Dr. Starkey has also requested the faculty of the College to
appoint five advisory members to the Committee, and the Student
Government Organization to appoint two. ll is anticipated that these
advisory members will take an active part in the Committee's work,
which will begin as soon as its membership is complete, in one week
to ten days,

SGA Invites Students
The S.G.A. invites all interested students to submit applications
for two student positions on the Committee to select Trinity's next
President. Students should submit their name, box number, and
ideas regarding their criteria for a successful Trinity President.
Applications must be submitted by 5 p.m., January 30, 1981, to
either Armando Paolino, Box 778, or Nelson Toner, Box 1457. Each
applicant wijl be required to come before the S.G.A. on February 3,
1981.

'

In other news related to campus
security, a number of- dormitory
break-ins were reported over the
Christmas break.
During the early morning hours
of December 30, the Woodward,
Cook, and Goodwin dormitories
were broken into and three rooms
entered. A television set and
camera and stereo equipment were
stolen.

*

••

On December 22 at 11 pm, a
room in North Campus was broken
into by a group of juveniles. The
youths were chased, away by

'

'

•'•'

" '

security offers, and the property
stolen from the room was
recovered.
Three rooms in Seabury were
broken into on January 13: by
burglars using a fire escape for
access.. No property was stolen
from one of the rooms. Stereo
equipment and clothing were
reported stolen from the other two.
According to Schweighoffer,
only one break-in occurred last
year during Christinas break. Hartford police are investigating all of
the break-ins.

Trinity Saves As Energy Demand Rises

Mather Campus Center
Renovation Proposed

unusually-cold weather of late,
Smith .continued. He cited the
increase in the number of degree
days during the second half of the
1980 as one of the reasons for this.
A degree day is any day during
which the average temperature
drops below 65 degrees, and it is
necessary to heat. Indeed, it was
20% colder than last year during
the month of December.
Nevertheless,
Trinity
has
actually managed to save money as
well as conserve energy in the past
months, Smith noted. This is due,
in part, to the success of the new

energy management system, which
monitors the energy consumption
on campus with a sophisticated
computer. In addition, since last
June the new boilers have been
burning natural gas instead of oil,
and the savings have been substantial. In December, for example,
$45,000 was saved through the use
of gas.
It is worth noting here, however,
the fact that Connecticut could
experience a natural gas shortage
in the near future. Several schools
were closed in Massachusetts
continued on page 3
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Classified Ads
The Tripod will be running a
Classifieds Ads section every week,
starting the issue of February 3.
Ads such as room rentals, items for
sale, rides and riders needed will be
accepted. Each ad is limited to 50
words. No personal messages
accepted.' Deadline — Sunday
noon, at the Tripod office.

Financial A y
Financial Aid applications for
the 1981-82 school year are now
available in the Financial Aid
Office in Williams (the old
Registrar's Offipe). Materials are
being sent to students currently
receiving aid. Students on-campus
wiE receive theirs through campus
mail; materials will be sent to the
homes of students on leave.
The deadline for submission of
the Trinity Undergraduate Aid
Application and the family's 1980
Tax Return is April 15. Students
should fill out the FAF using exact
income information from the tax
form and submit it to the College,
Scholarship Service. Applicants
are reminded that the FAF should
also be used to apply for a Basic
(Pell) Grant and State Scholarships. There wiil be two sessions to
help students with problems they
encounter in filling out the FAF:
Thursday, February 12 at 2:45 and
Monday, February 16 at 9:00 a.m.
in the Downes Seminar Room.
Students who were not awarded
aid on entry anc first-time aid
applicants are reminded that funds
are limited. They should expect to
borrow the first $2500' of their
determined need in a Guaranteed
Student Loan.
Renewal of aid applicants who
fail to observe the April 35
deadline will be penalized by
having a larger loan amount in
their aid award. Be sure to contact
the Financial Aid Office before
April 15 if there is a problem in
meeting deadlines. Award letters
will be mailed out about June 15.

Campy® Jobs
Work-Study students looking for
campus jobs second semester are
reminded to check the Financial
Aid Bulletin Board (now in
Williams Memorial, 2nd floor,
former Registrar's Office) for job
notices. If you have looked for a
job and cannot find one, see Kathy
Mills in the Financial Aid Office.

Study Abroad
For all who are interested in
considering study abroad for next
year, there will be a general information meeting in Alumni
Lounge on the following dates and
at the following times: Friday, 30
January, 3:30 p.m., Wednesday, 4
February, 1:30 p.m., Thursday, 12
February, 9:00 a.m., Wednesday,
25 February, 3:00 p.m.
Please obtain the blue information sheet and four attachments in the Office of. Foreign
Study Advising (Williams 109) if
you have not already done so. Each
of the meetings listed above is
identical to the others; a student
need only attend one.

Eros
EROS is the Trinity College
organization for gay, lesbian and
questioning students. Many
students at Trinity feel un'comfortable and out of place
because of their attractions and

desires. We talk about those
feelings over wine and cheese. We
hold weekly, meetings where we
plan trips, parties and dances. In
the past year, we held two dances
and met various members of the
Wesleyan and Storrs groups. We
met other college kids just like us.
Every correspondent's privacy is
protected: drop a line to us: EROS,
Box 1373. If you are gay and you're
at Trinity, you-should join us.
Graduate students welcome also.
Contact EROS, Box 1373, or ext.
484, 485 for more information.

Students interested in participating in the 12-C.qllege Exchange for all or part of the 1981-82
academic year should so inform the
Registrar's Office by February 6.
Completed applications must be in
the Registrar's Office by February
20.
Last call! Applications for
participation in the Mystic Seaport
Program in American Maritime
Studies must be completed and
submitted to the Registrar's Office
by January 20.
January 30 is the last day to Add
courses for the Spring 1981r term,
or to Drop courses without penalty.
It is also the last day to choose a
course on the Pass/ Fail option..

internship
Intern needed to work in small
non-profit visual arts organization.
Responsibilities include assistance
in programming arid coordinating
New England art conference,
graphic design, organization of art
exhibit, and some office work.
Interested students should contact
Esther Katz Artworks Gallery —
525-7506."

JobBaiic
Responsible for initial interviewing, orientation and followup evaluation of youth and job
developing within the Southend
community (i.e., canvassing local
businesses). Also can become
involved in program's publicity and
organization of corporate training program. Minimum of 16 hours per
week. Background in Public
Administration helpful, interest in
community economic development**
necessary. Interested students
should contact Donna Taglianetti,
Economic Development Coordinator at 728-5068.

The Connecticut Public Interest
Research Group (ConnPIRG) still
has some openings in its internship
program for the 1981 Connecticut
General Assembly session. Interns
spend a minimum of 2 days per
week at the Conn-PIRG main
office in downtown Hartford
and/ or the State Capitol.
ConnPIRG interns each concentrate on a single issue. Issues to
be addressed during the 1981
session include standardized higher
education admissions testing
(Truth-in-Testing), state funding
for higher education, establishment
of a state food policy, encouragement .of energy conservation and development of
renewable resources, support for
victims of DES, regulation of
apartment listing services, and
siting of hazardous and/ or radioactive waste facilities. Each intern
works as a researcher/ lobbyist on
his or her issue under the supervision of a staff person.

The Trinity College Fantasy
Gaming Guild is currently seeking
those intrigued by Dungeons and
Dragons, Bushido, Dragonquest
and other role-playing games. To
put your name on our mailing list,
or to find out more, contact Randy
Nargi, '84, Box 1856, or Tony
Shenton, Box 1422. Meeting time
yet to be decided.

Healthy Anger
"Women & Anger" will be a
workshop sponsored by the
Women's Center.
Led by
"Heartroots," a feminist therapy
collective. The workshop will help
you learn about your healthy
anger. Come to the Women's
Center, Tuesday evening, January
27,7-9 p.m, Free to students; $3 for
non-students. Please, call in your
registration in advance. Limited to
20.

Students interested in applying
for an internship should contact
Jack Hale, ConnPIRG/Executive
Director, a} 52,5-8312.

"The Economic Implications of a
Reagan Administration," a lecture
by
Edward
Guay,
Chief'
Economist, Investment Operations,
Connecticut General, will be held
Tuesday, 4:15 p.m., at Life
Sciences Center Auditorium. It is
sponsored by the Economics
Department and AIESEC. All are
welcome.

Compyter
Seminar
Faculty Computer Seminar.
"Computer Capabilities and
Hardware at Trinity", by Prof,
David Ahlgren and Russell
Pavlicek. Friday, January 30, 12:301:15 pm in Hallden HO, Bring your
lunch if you wish.

The1 Philosophy Department and
the Medieval Renaissance Studies
Department are co-sponsoring a
lecture by Paul J. W. Miller, Professor of Philosophy, at the
University of Colorado, at
Boulder. The title of the lecture is:
"Platonism and Christianity in the
Late Middle Ages: Nicholas of
Cuse" — to be held on February 4,
1981 at 4 pm at 70 Vemon St. The
public is invited. Attendance by
majors required.

Opportunities in
Investment Banking
The First Boston Corporation is a highly skilled group of professionals providing investment banking services to corporate and government clients on a worldwide basis'.
':
The First Boston Corporate Finance Department, located in NewYork City, assists its clients by raising capital and performing-other
financial advisory services, including mergers and acquisitions, project financing and general financial planning.
We are seeking a few highly motivated graduating college senio'ra
for the position of "Analyst" within our Department, who will work
closely with other professionals, providing analytical suppoii toi the
firm and its clients:
The Analyst Program is two years in duration and provides intense
on the job training in preparation for graduate business school or a
career in finance.

Interested students should check with their
campus Career Placement Office.

For BeOcmus Pmm and 1
Hot Owen Gnndlms
Caiwhm

ConnPIRG
There will be an open meeting of
the CONNPIRG board of directors,
on Wednesday, at 8: p.m., in
Alumni Lounge. Anyone interested
in discussing the expansion of the
recycling program and plans to
produce a women's health guide is
welcome.

Philosophy
Lecture

First Boston

Chapel
i The Committee of the Chapel is
looking for congregation members
interested in reading the Lesson,
epistle, or intercessions at any
service this semester. Services are
held Sunday, 10:30 am and
Wednesday, 9:00 pm. Interested
parties please contact the Chapel,
x484, 485, or Chapel Committee,
box 1422 or 653.

Venez nous voir et bavarder le
mardi soir a 10 heures a Jackson,
chambre 222. Et n'oublier pas le
jeudi a 6 heures, la table francaise
dans le salon blanc. Rappelez-vous:
Fevrier, e'est le mois des crepes.
Alors venez les faire sauter et en
manger avec nous. A Bientot
Benedicte. -

Mwilhemaify
upon wmw amwal
bom® in and Eat in our UBNLY EXPANDED Dining Boom!
287 N@w Britain A vmu@.
Across from
South Campus

Phone

2474)234

(
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SGA Discusses Open Forum
and Constitution
by Rachel Mann
The Student
Government
Association was called to order at
10:15 p.m. Last Tuesday, Jim
Pomeroy, President, and Liz
Carrigan, Vice President presided
over the two-hour meeting. The administration's response to the
seven-student organization letter on
campus life was a major.topic of
discussion, as well as the procedure
to be utilized in choosing two
students for the President's search
committee. The SGA constitution is
also in the process of being
ammended.
"„ . „ „
un. December 8, the SGA, along
with
six
other
students
organizations, submitted a letter
addressed to the Board of Fellows,
the Trustees, and members of the
administration calling for changes
in minority recruitment, academic
affairs, student action, and student
life. Pomeroy stated that the administration's response "was
weak." He added that "They (the
SGA) sincerely doubt that the
Trustees would be amenable to
altering the number of faculty to
other than 135, which dashes our
hopes to beef up the education and
ICS programs."
Pomeroy also pointed out that
"The administration passed the

buck to the faculty, and told me to
see Dean DeRocco," in reference
to inducing student involvement in
the hiring and firing of faculty. The
SGA then announced the time and
meeting place of the forum.
The Trustees called on the SGA
to find two students - one male and
one female - to sit on the committee to choose Trinity's new
president. Lyh Snodgrass felt that
the two candidates should be
selected from amongst the student
body. They supported this ammendment to I h e procedure, but
stipulated that the SGA would vote
on the individuals interested in
these two positions. This decision
will be based on candidates'
submitted applications and on their
poise when presenting themselves
to the SGA. Applications rn.ust.be
returned in by 5 p.m. on January
30.
The ammendment of the SGA
constitution was Old Business
taken care of at the beginning of
the meeting. Pomeroy stated,
"Instead of rewriting this constitution, we should just revise it
and clarify, it through ammendment?." After a period of
intense debate and discussion
concerning the size of the Student

New Features Debut
at the Iron Pony
by Peter Stinson "
Monday the 19th of January
brought regular hours, table
service, and the Invaders back to
the Iron Pony Pub.
The Invaders, a rock band made
up of Trinity students, played once
lastHfetfiest.er and reappeared ,
Monday before a Pub capacity"'
crowd of 162, according to Wayne
Asmus, Pub Permittee. Many more
students stood in line for over an
hour to get past the ID checker to
dance, socialize, and drink.
With the new semester arrives
table service. Waiters
n"A
Waitresses mark " a return to the
old days of 1977" when the Pub last
had table service, noted Asmus.
Asmus has brought back table
service to "slow the place down...
make it slower, m'OTe congenial."
Asmus hopes to have the Invaders play bi-monthly as Monday
was "top drawer." Last semester,

however, was not as successful.
The Pub lost about $1000, mostly
due to cut backs in hours, but
Asmus plans to recover the loss this
semester.
Asmus also stated that very soon
he hopes to have fruit juice and
grinders available.
It was noted by Asmus that each
night the atmosphere and music in
the Pub will be different due to the
fact that each night there is a
different Pub manager and with
each manager a different taste and
selection of music. Dan Schlenoff,
the Monday manager, will be
playing rock in contrast to Justin
Maccarone, who will play jazz on
Tuesday. The three other managers
will also present their own
selections.

Activities Fee, the powers of the
Ad-Hoc committee, and how
specific the constitution should be.
Carrigan finally moved that the
new constitution should be called
back into committee to cut down
arguments on the floor and to
clarify terms of the ammendments.
The motion was passed, 16 in favor,
4 opposed, and 5 abstained.
It was announced that the SGA
will meet at the same time every
week this semester in Hamlin.
Pomeroy also announced that the
Student Station Wagon showed
$250 profit last semester.

SGA Holds Elections
The Student Government Association held elections yesterday
to fill vacancies in dorm representative positions. Several dorms
elected new representatives, who will be announced at tonight's
SGA meeting at 10:00 in Hamlin Hall. The election of the President and Vice-President will be held on Thursday, along with the
filling of other vacancies, which include two off-campus representative positions, an at-large representative, and the junior class '
representative. Several faculty committee assignments have
opened up as well, including two on the Curriculum Committee—which will discuss the Curriculum Review Committee's
report, the Financial Affairs Committee, and the Mather Renovation Committee. Candidates for the positions to be elected on
Thursday, except President and Vice-President, miist submit their
names today, Tuesday, January 27, to the Student Government
Office upstairs in Mather. This election will also be held in the
dormiiories.

Registrar, Financial Aid Move,
Admissions Office Expands
Department, which created space
in' the Seabury building. Last
summer, Seabury 34 was renovated
by lames Boltott
and converted into office space, as
The need for more extensive and
were eight other sections in
more efficient administrative work
Seabury for the Registrar, and
space prompted the relocation of
three more for the faculty, Smith
the Registrar's Office and the
said the major problem in the
Financial Aid Office over the
renovation was coordinating the
Christmas recess.
i
architecture of the new sections
The Registrar's Office was-,
with the older ones.
moved from Williams Memorial to
Seabury Hall, and the Financial Aid
In Williams, Financial Aid was
Office filled the vacancy left by the
relocated in the Registrar's former
Registrar in Williams. According to office, not only to provide added
Vice-President Thomas A. Smith,
working space, but also to enlarge
these changes were needed in the two
the Admissions Office. The
offices as well as the Admissions vacancy of Financial Aid will
Office because of their increasing - provide additional interviewing
work loads over the past few years. offices for the Admissions Staff. In
addition, Associate Dean Jack
Smith said that the relocation
Wagget's office will move to the
project can be traced to a 1977
top floor of Williams. The removal
proposition to upgrade the quality
of the switchboard from the
of faculty offices in the Seabury
area. First, the old President's reception area has allowed that
house at 115 Vernon Street was space to be enlarged. Furthermore,
made available to the English Smith said that work on three more

interviewing offices in Downes
should be completed sometime
next week.
In a progress report of the
project, Smith says that in its final
form, the Admissions area will
"accommodate about twenty-two
visitors, five administrators and up
to nine secretarial and clerical
people."
Smith also commented that
although there may be other
smaller scale changes in the future,
the most dramatic relocations have
been made. He did express a desire
to improve the work space of the
Security Department, which he,
feels is very inadequate. He also
said that studies are underway to
see about improving, other sections
of Seabury, both structurally and
physically, and that these studies
may or may not lead to more
changes.

Smith Stresses Energy Consciousness

continued from page 1
recently, due to the lack of gas. In
the event of such an occurrence,
"timely moves" will have to be
made by the College, Smith stated.
John Wathne, Superintendent of
Building Maintenance for Trinity,
elaborated upon these "timely
moves." He stated that both boilers
have "dual fuel capabilities" to
The Pub hours are. Mn«rf— burn either gas or oil. Should the
through Thursday, 9 pm to 1 am Connecticut Natural Gas Comand Friday and Saturday 9 pm to 2 pany (CNG) announce a cutback,
am. Hat>Dv Hour is Friday af- Wathne continued, Trinity has a^
five-day supply of heating oil in its
ternoon, 2 to 4.

Attention students! SIGI [System of Interactive Guidance and Information] is now operational in
Career Counseling. Pictured above is Jeanette Glass, '81, who is using the system to help he* make
career decisions.

storage tanks, which can be utilized
immediately. These five days willgive Wathne and the Department
of Buildings arid Grounds sufficient
time to secure a contract with an
oil supplier.
Wathne further stated that the
desirability of a "firm gas contract"
with CNG. prompted the administration to make the conversion to gas last June. Moreover,
the price of oil is now 88 cents per
gallon, compared with 67 cents for
the equivalent BTU value of gas, he
noted. Trinity, in addition, is high
on the CNG list of priorities in the
event ,of a shortage, Wathne
relayed.
'
'
Concerning the increase in
electrical consumption at Trinity,
Smith admits that such an
•occuren.ee should not have been
expected. He noted that the energy
management system had beencutting down on the electrical use
on campus for the past three years, ,
yet this year electrical consumption has increased substantially, exceeding the levels of
•two years ago. To have exceeded
these levels is "a puzzle," he stated.
Smith surmised that the combination of the unusually-cold
weather and the Substantial a-.
mounts of electrical equipment on
campus could explain this
occurrence. The increase in degree
days is also a factor, he stated,
because as the heating demand
increases, so does the electrical
demand to operate the boilers, for
example.
Wathne reiterated these points.
;and stressed the difficulty of
pinpointing the cause because "we
haven't
got
a
common
denominator to base it on." He
suggested the increase in the
number of activities on campus as

one reason for the problem.
Students represent another reason,
he stated, due to the number of
electrical devices, such as stereos,
used in the dormitories.
An in-depth evaluation of the
electrical consumption will be
made soon, Wathne noted.
Finally, both Smith and Wathne
stressed the need for students in
particular to be more energyconscious in the future. Smith was
pleased at the way students closed
their rooms for the Christmas
__vacation, and reminds them to turn
off their lights and keep their
windows shut.
Wathne hopes that students will
"adhere more to the rules" concerning the use of electrical items
in the dprms. The 1980-1981
"Guidelines for
On-Campus
Residence" state that "kitchen
appliances (with the exception of
refrigerators and electric coffee
pots) and hot plates or other units
with exposed heating or open flame
surfaces are prohibited unless
provided in residences equipped
with kitchen facilities."
Wathne further wished to point
out the use of the "Dan-Forse"
valves on the heating devices in the
dormitories. These are the plastic,
calibrated dials that act as a
thermostat, enabling the student to
adjust the heat in his or her room
accordingly. Therefore, if your
room gets too warm, Wathne
stated, do not open the windows;
rather, turn the valve down.
However, you must "wait for it to"
react," he noted, for 'he results are
not immediate.
In this way, students can
"conserve energy and control their
heating system," Wathne stated,
thus doing their share to save
energy and money for Trinity.
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Dando Celebrates 20 Years With Voice of America
by Kathleen Caruso
This month marks English
Professor John A. Dando's
twentieth year as a writer and
broadcaster for The Voice of
America. From behind the colossal
desk in his office situated high atop
Trinity's Writing Center, Dando
related how he became involved in
this program and what purpose The
Voice of America actually serves.
Dando recalled that he obtained
this position in December, 1959,
following the presidential election
of John F. Kennedy, upon a
recommendation by one of
America's most well-known and
beloved poets, Robert Frost. The
Sunday , in January following
Kennedy's inauguration, Dando
made his first broadcast.
He explained that The Voice of
America is part of a cycle called
The Critic's Choice, an international review of movies, art
exhibits, theatre, and literature.
Once a month, Dando writes and
records the fifteen" minute
literature program "to give readers
all over the world a chance to see
what people in America are
reading." For example, his last
program was a review of the
current best-seller Loon Lake, and
his next broadcast on February 8th
will focus on The Covenant by
James Michener.
Dando writes these reviews from
his home in South Glastonbury and
utilizes a well-equipped recording
studio approximately one-half mile
from the Dando domicile. He
stated that he then mails his works
to Washington where they are
broadcast by satellite overseas.
Dando further noted that currently
there are transmitters in the United
States,
Algiers,
and
the
Mediterranean Sea. He explained
that due to this method of
broadcast, it is virtually impossible

to determine the exact number of
listeners The Voice oJ America
draws. But he added that letters
indicate that the majority of
listeners are concentrated in Israel
' as well as in Japan and China.
Although Dando's reviews are
seldom controversial, they have
never, been censored or interfered
with in any manner. Dando stated
that "they make suggestions, but
they don't tell me what to do—and
that's worth knowing in regard to
modem day freedom of speech and
press. He made it clear that
creating reviews for The Voice of
America is valuable to him because
it keeps him informed of modern
literature and "tells the world what
America is reading even if it's not
American."
Dando animatedly related two of
his most memorable experiences of
the past twenty years from his
Involvement in The Voice of
America. The first, he noted with
obvious amusement, was a letter
from a young African policeman
asking if he could come to America
to be his servant. However, this
writer has yet to see Professor
This'month, Dr. John Dando
Dando enter his Critical Theory:
America.
Modal course (which he teaches
with Professor J. Bard McNuIty)
immediately. Instead, amid the
accompanied by a slave or atconfusion of that night, he listened
tendant.
to the Algiers broadcast of The
Voice of America. Dando was
Dando regards the second exdeeply moved when that evening's
perience as a very special and
show was concluded with the
emotional honor. On November 23,
broadcast of that first program he
1963, DandO\ was attending the
had recorded nearly four years
theatre in England, when the
earlier, the Sunday after Kennedy's
manager of that theatre invited him
up to his office. Dando was per- inauguration.
plexed by this special treatment
Dando then proceeded to
until the theatre manager informed
describe his extensive background
him of the assassination of
in television and radio. He got his
President Kennedy. Like most
start in Montreal as an actor on
other Americans at the time of this radio, before television made its
tragedy, Dando felt he "had to be
appearance. He also taught at
in America," but it was impossible McGill University and continued
for him to return' to the States to act in radio plays and soap

by Sharon Ann Simoni
were experiencing an earthquake. could feel the movement of the
Carol Passarelli, a junior at Inside the house, many of the earth from her legs to her spine.
Trinity, was stranded by the recent pictures then hung crooked, and
During these two days, Passarelli
earthquake in Italy while she was the family quickly tot themselves and her relatives did go inside the
studying abroad at the Barbieri and their belongings1 out, for, fear house, but only quickly, go get and
Center in Rome,
.
that the house might collapse.
prepare food, it wasn't until
For two nights, the girls, with the Tuesday that Dr. Campo was able
Passarelli and another student,
Ginny Tortalani from Brown rest of the townspeople, slept to reach Passarelli and her friend
University, had gone to visit around a bonfire in the middle of a by car and take them back to the
Passarelli's relatives in a small town ••' soccer field. It was cold, the trains Barbieri Center. Upon their arrival
near Naples for the week-end and were not running, and the at the Center, the two students
were planning to return early the ^telephones were out of order, were greeted by th.eir now-relieved
following Monday. On- Sunday, though the town did have running fellow students, who presented
November 23, 1980, a severe water and electricity. While sitting them with cake and flowers.
earthquake struck Italy. The around the fire, the townspeople
Passarelli recalls the incident as
, quake's epicenter was located less noticed another tremor that shook being a "weird experience," and
than seven miles from where the town. This time, Passarelli she never actually realized the
Passarelli was staying. Not until
Tuesday was Director of the
Barbieri Center, Professor Michael
R, Campo, able to rescue the two
students from the small town in
which they were stranded.
At the time of the first noticeable
tremor of the earthquake,
Passarelli and her friend were
walking on a street between two
small towns. Around 5:00 p.m., the
street lights suddenly went out. By
the light of the full moon, Passarelli
and her friend noticed that ihe
trees were swaying, though there
was no wind. The girls continued
walking back toward the town,
uneasy about what was happening.
They actually did not feel the
movement of the earth because
they never stopped walking long
enough to sense: the tremors.
When the students finally
reached the town, many of the
townspeople were packing up and
leaving. Passarelli, who speaks
Italian, tried to find out why they
were packing but could not understand the dialect spoken by
most of the townspeople.
Finally the pair reached
Passarelli's great aunt's house,
where they were told that they

Hartford Section
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observes his twentieth anniversary as announcer for the Voice of
operas until he received his
fellowship to Columbia in 1948.
During the fifties, he hosted a
successful program on surveys of
American, British, and world
literature on the armed services
radio network. He's a familiar TV
and radio personality in the.,
Hartfofrd area, with such credits as
a twelve-year WTIC radio program
on literature, a seventeen-year talk
fchow, quiz-type program on
Channel 3, and an odd series on
Channel 24.
In addition, Dando recently
wrote; narrated, and appeared in a
Shakespearean
program
on
Channel 3 and helped prepare a

amount of danger she was in. At
the time, she wasn't even sure if it
was necessary to sleep outside after
the second tremor. According to
Passarelli, since one thinks of the
earth as being very solid, experiencing a tremor is thus a scary
occurance and an "unnatural
feeling."
/ Passarelli, who is a Fine Arts
major, feels the earthquake did not
effect the "good time" she had in
Italy, and she stayed there until
December 19. Passarelli even went
back to visit her relatives one more
time before returning to the United
States.

film on Dante. He is currently
working on a film of the Bayayeux
Tapestry with his colleague Dr. J.
Bard McNulty, but emphasized
that the future holds no more
appearances on television for him.
Despite his lifelong involvement
in radio, and television, Professor
Dando was quick to emphasize that
"there is only one better thing-and
that's returning to Trinity" to teach
students about Critical Theory,
Shakespear, and Dickens*

Mather
Renovation
continued from page 1
He said that they would at least
give enough funds to the Committee for the "bare minimum." He
also added that the $1,000,000
figure stated in the letter sent out
by the seven student organizations
was "a surprise to me." Asmus
anticipates that the cost of construction will fun from $80 to $75
per .square foot.
Due to the complexity and the
high cost of renovating the Center,
Asmus said that it may be as many
as five years before construction
gets underway. Until then, the
process of revision will continue
until an acceptable plan is found.

Brandeis University

JACOB HIATT
INSTITUTE IN ISRAEL
What does it offer you?
• a semester of study in Israel in the Fall term
8
coursework in English oil the poliiical, economic and
social development of Israel and in It's language,
history and archaeology
'•• a strong program of Hebrew language study
• important internship opportunities in social service
, agencies in Jerusalem
• * field trips, study trips, interviews with prominent
Israelis, a kibbutz visit •. •.
• financial aid is available
Application deadline: March 15
For further information, see your Study
Abroad advisor or write:
'./•
Office of InternotlonarFrograms
Brandeis University
•• Waltham, Massachusetts O2254
(617)647-2422'
>.
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ROSENFIELD, Charles W. "82
Senexet Road —RR #2
Woodstock, CT 06281
University of East Anglia
Waveney Terrace DI4
Norwich NR4 7TJ, ENGLAND
PALACHE, J.Whitney '82
LISCORD, Thomas E. '82
GLEDHILL, Jennifer '82
RUBE, Elizabeth J. '82
35 Ridgeview Avenue
RFD#1
16 Knollwood Drive
48 Linden Avenue
Greenwich,
CT
06830
Contoocook,
NH
03229
Vernon, CT 06066
Buffalo, NY 14214
British & European Studies Group/ St. Lawrence University Program
Institute of European Studies
University of Toronto
Nairobi, KENYA
BCM Box 403
London
University of Durham
Mailing Address:
(not
a
mailing
address)
London, WCIN 3XX ENGLAND
Old Shire Hall
419 Palmerston Blvd.
(BESGL is located at 10 York
Durham ENGLAND DH1 3HP
Toronto, Ontario M6G 2N7
PAVLOV1CH, William G. '82
Terrace East, London Wl
CANADA
61
Gooseberry
Road
GLICKSMAN.JohnB. '82
West Springfield, MA 01089
111 Lincoln Avenue
SAUL, Sharon E. '82
MAPES, Deborah E. '82
McGill University
Elberon, NJ.07740
1 Quincy Street
4 Hazelwood Lane
Mailing Address:
•
Chevy Chase, MD 20015
Institute of Political and Economic Stamford, CT 06905
500 Avenue des Pins Ouest
Syracuse Semester in Italy
Residence du Directeur
Shield House
Studies
Apt. 1002
26 avenue des Baumettes
Piazza Savonarola 15
26, Egerton Gardens
Montreal, Quebec H2H 157
06 Nice FRANCE
1-50132
London SW3 2BP ENGLAND
CANADA
Ftorence, ITALY
MERCER, Judith C. '82
GROSSMAN, Steven D. '82
SCHEINMAN, Catherine A.
REISER,
Christine
H.
'82
11 Steeple Top Road
72 Susan Drive
55 East 86th Street
22 Harrison Street
Rowayton.CT 06853
Newburgh, NY 06405
New York, NY 10028
Windsor
Locks,
CT
06096
Beaver
CCEA
British & European Studies Group/
Institut d'Etudes Europeenes
Beaver CCEA
#9 College Road
BCM Box 403
London
77, rueDaguerre
#9 College Road
Upper Bangor, Gwynedd
London, WC1N 3XX ENGLAND
75014 Paris, FRANCE
Upper Bangor, Gwynedd
WALES, UNITED KINGDOM
(BESGL is located at 10 York
WALES, UNITED KINGDOM
Terrace East, London Wl)
SCULLY, Andera G. '82
MERIN, Michael G. '82
30 Somerset Street
GUTERMANN.PeterA. '82
PENELLA, Joseph M. '82
2215 Five Mile Line Road
Belmont, MA 02178
1479 Mapleton Avenue
54 Crockett Avenue
Penfield, NY 14526
Instutit fur Europaische Studien
Suffield, CT 06078
Boston, MA 02124
Freyung 4
Ohio
State
University
Program
at
Ithaca College London Center
Northern Illinois University
Palais Kinsky
the Pushkin Institute
35 Harrington Gardens
Salzburg College
Program
A1010 Vienna 1, AUSTRIA
Moscow, USSR
London SW7, ENGLAND
Leopoldskronstrasse 56
•
(not a mailing address)
SMIALEK, Peter A. '82
502*0 Salzburg, AUSTRIA
9 Chestnut Street
HAFF, Susan E. '82
MEYERS, Kate K. '82
South Dartmouth, MA 02748
PENIDO.MarciaL. '82
63 Franklin Avenue
1444 Inverness Avenue
704 Highland Drive
Northern Illinois University
Rye, NY 10580
Pittsburgh, PA 15217
Flintridge, CA 91011
Salzburg College Program Institute of Political and Economic
Ithaca College London Cer«<*r
Studies
Hamilton College Junior Year in
Leopoklskronstrasse 56
Shield House
35 Harrington Gardens
France
5020 Salzburg, AUSTRIA
26, Egerton Gardens
Mailing Address:
London SW7 ENGLAND
London SW3 2BP ENGLAND
chezLeRoux,
SMITH, Constance G. '82. /
101 ruedeProny
MORRIS, J. Patrick '82
751 South Oxford Road
HAMMER, Mindy S. '82
75017 Paris, FRANCE
38040 Shaker Blvd.
Grosse Pointe, MI 48236
102 Serpentine Lane
Chagrin Falls, OH 44022
c/o IASP Office
Albertson, NY 11507
The London Schools of Economics PICKERING, Aminda J. '82
Sui Loong Pao Building
SUNY Program
602 Winsford Road
Chinese University of Hong Kong
Mailing Address:
Copenhagen, Denmark
BrynMawr, PA 19010
Shatin, New Territories, HONG
Grenbeck
Court
—
Flat
#34
(not a mailing address)
The.London School of Economics
KONG.
32 Trebovir Road
Mailing Address:
Earl's Court
HEALY, MaryJ. '82
Passfield Hall
TAMONEY, Margot A. "82
London SW5 9 NJ, ENGLAND
80 Shore Lane
Endsleigh Place
47 Stoner Drive
Bay Shore, NY 11706
MOUGALIAN.LisaA. '82
London WC 1H OPW ENGLAND
West Hartford, 06107
Ithaca College London Center
75 Parsons Road
Ithaca College London Center
PIPER, Claudia G. '82
35 Harrington Gardens
Portland, ME 04103
35 Harrington Gardens
RD
#2,
Box
307
London SW7, ENGLAND
London SW7, ENGLAND
Kent State University/Geneva
Hockessin, DE 19707
Foyer John Knox
^Institute of Political and Economic WASS, Margaret.P, '82
ILLICK, Gwendolyn M. '82
27 Chemin des Crets de Pregni
Shield House
Studies
178 High Street
20 Wall Street
CH-1218 Grand-Saconnex
26, Egerton Gardens
Bethlehem, PA 18018
Topsfield, MA 01983
Geneva, SWITZERLAND
London SW3 2BP ENGLAND
Davidson College Program
Northern Illinois University
NELSON, Sarah Jane '82
Salzburg College
Program
Mailing
Address,RASMUSSEN, Robert H. '82
Leopoldskronstrasse 56
Box 647
2 enclps, Tissie-Sarrus
Old Wolcott Road
;
5020 Salzburg, AUSTRIA
Dorset, VT 05251
340000 Montpellier, FRANCE
Bristol, CT 06010
Beaver CCEA/Chelsea College
Institute
of
European
Studies/
YANELLI, BenardJ. ''82
KEENE, Margot E. '82
62/65 Chandos Place
Track II 22 Fairfield Avenue
Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 8
London WC2, ENGLAND
Lightfoot Hall
Hartford, CT 06106
.
Menemsha, MA 02552
Manresa Road
Institute of Political and Economic
Northern Illinois University
London, SW3 6LX, ENGLAND
READING, Ronald R. '82
Shield House
Studies
Salzburg College '
Program
16 Pickwick Terrace
26, Egerton Gardens
OLSHAN, Jennifers. '82
Leopoldskronstrasse 56
Rockville Center, NY 11570
London SW3 2BP ENGLAND
50 Sutton Place South
5020 Salzburg, AUSTRIA
Northern
Illinois University
New York, NY 10022
A list of students,on domestic
Program
Institute of Political and Economic Salzburg College
KEZERIAN, Denise M. '82
leave of absence, as well as those at'
Leopoldskronstrasse 56
Shield
House
Studies
142 Back Lane
the Barbieri Center in Rome, will
:
5020 S*alzburg, AUSTRIA
26, Egerton Gardens
Wethersfield, CT 06109
appear next week in the Tripod;
London£W32BPENGLAND
"
Institute of Political and Economic
Shield House
Studies
gPQOQQOQOQflfQQQQOQQQOOQQQQQOQOQOQOQOOQs
26, Egerton Gardens
?
London SW3 2BP ENGLAND .

Students Study Abroad This Semester
AUSTIN, Theodore M. '82
830 Lane Lorraine
Lake Forest, IL 60045
Northern Illinois University
Salzburg College . Program
Leopoldskrdnstrasse 56
5020 Salzburg, AUSTRIA
BAILYN,LisaA. '82
39 Beverly Drive
Brookfield, CT 06804
Ithaca College London Center
35 Harrington Gardens
London SW7, ENGLAND
BAKER, Paul '82
431 Putnam Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02139
Hamilton College/Instituto
Miguel Angel 8
International
Madrid 10, SPAIN
BOX,KristaJ. '82
407 Smithfield Avenue
Pawtucket, RI 02806
Institut fur Europaische Studien
Freyung 4
Palias Kinsky
A1010 Vienna I, AUSTRIA
BRODERICK, Cecily '82
HQBrite Avenue
Scarsdale, NY 10583
Manchester College
Oxford
ENGLAND
BROWN, Annemarie .'82
55 Partridgetown Road
Naugatuck, CT 06770
The London School of Economics
Single Term Program:
Mailing Address:
90 Sutherland Avenue
London W9 IHP ENGLAND
BROWN, Kathryn M. '82
93 Crooked Tree Lane
Princeton, NJ 08540
tristifut d'Etudes Europecnes
77, rueDaguerre
75014 Paris, FRANCE
BROWN, Michael H. '82
18599 Martinique
Houston, TX 77058
Ithaca College London Center
35 Harrington Gardens
London SW7, ENGLAND
BUFFUM, Charles C , Jr. '82
Avondale Road
Westerly, RI 02891
Drew University London Program
Warrington House Hotel
1 Warrington Crescent
Maida Vale
London, W01 HP ENGLAND
COLLINS, Lincoln R. '82
Church Street
Roxbury, CT 06783
Institut fur Europaische Studien
Freyung 4
Palais Kinsky
A1010 Vienna I AUSTRIA'
ECKHARDT, Julie '82
Park Drive
Tenafly, NJ 07670
Beaver CCEA
#7 College Road
Upper Bangor, Gwynedd
WALES, UNITED KINGDOM
FORCIER, Vivian '82
Loveland Road
Norwich, VT 05055
Instituto de Estudios Europeos
Avenida de. Los Reyes Catolicos, 4
Ciudad Uniyersita'ria
Madrid 3, SPAIN
FROELICH, Daryl '82
6 Overlook Road
Scarsdale, NY 10583
'
Beaver CCEA/The City University"
Mailing Address:
Northampton Hall
BunhillRow
London ECIY8LJ ENGLAND

KING, KirriberleyJ. '82
193 Kensington Avenue
Meriden, CT 06450
Bea/er CCEA London Semester
Shield House
26, Egerton Gardens
London SW3 2BP ENGLAND

CAMPUS PIZZA
PIZZA

HOT OVEN
QBiNDERS

' KUNTZ, Amy C. '82
60 Sheffield Drive
Windsor, CT 06095
Hamilton College/Instituto
Miguel Angel 8
International
Madrid 10 SPAIN
LASCH, Ellen M, '82
226 Myers Avenue'
Hasbrouck Heights, NJ 07604
The London School of Economics
Single Term Program
Shield House
26, Egerton Gardens
London SW3 2BP ENGLAND -;
LAY, Sarah '82
239 Marlborough Street
Boston, MA 02116
Tufts in Paris:
Mailing Address:
chez Mme. Movair le Tessler
25, rue Clapeyvon
75008, Paris FRANCE

SPAGHETTI

Off mm

249-6833

'BMEEK SALAD
1258 Broad Street
Hiitfonl

246-3663

Campus Pizza wish es
Wishes You a Happy Holiday

^mmmmmmmmmmmmm

Wine
Merchants

249-6833
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Leisenring and Sullivan for
President and VIce-Presidait
COHESIVENESS and ACCOUNTABILITY. . . If we had to
choose two words which we
thought would best describe our
reasons for desiring to run for
President and Vice-President of the
S.G.A. it would be these two
words,
During the past two years,
Trinity has undergone a considerable amount of change in student
attitude. Some may say that the
problem is that students are still
too apathetic and lack a genuine
concern or desire to be a voice for
change. While we believe that it
would be a healthier social and
communal atmosphere if more
students did channel energy into
the various college organizations
which are in need of student input,
we also realize that the real
problem is not apathy but a lack of
collective intent (or cohesiveness).
Webster defines apathy as a
"lack of interest or concern." If
students are apathetic, then why
has Trinity recently seen the creation of two student groups (The
Committee For Change At Trinity
and The Student Coalition) and the
enthusiasm demonstrated by various people running for S.G.A. in
the election of a few weeks past? Is
it the fever of the election year or a
desire to get another item on their
college record?
We believe that the answers to
these questions are simple. While
it may be easy to get caught up in
running for an S.G.A. position, the
efficient execution of the job.of a
representative or an executive position requires a great deal of
energy. In the last year we believe

that we have shown that we have
the sufficient amount of energy
required to activate student interest.
Chris Sullivan, a Sophomore at
Trinity, worked on the S.G.A. last
year. During his year as a representative from Jackson dorm for
the S.G.A. This year, Sullivan,
along with Leisenring initiated the
Sullivan-Leisenring amandment to
the S.G.A. This ratified amendment to the S.G.A. has made it
possible for the Student body
at-large to elect their President and
Vice-President of the school. The
advantages of the new amendment
are hopefully as follows.
A-Greater awareness and interest in the S.G.A. and school issues
will come as a result.
B— At-large Election, giving students an opportunity J o actively
express their opinions through
candidates' platforms.
C--Students vying for these positions will engage in a debate forum
night in McCook Auditorium
(Thursday night).
D--The new election format will
break the old red tape of past
elections which lacked accountability for why officers were
chosen.
Finally, before concluding, here
is a list of objectives that we have
for this year's S.G.A.
. #1--An Actionary vs. Reactionary
stance.
#2~Initiation and advocacy of
public debates and/or a debating
society.
_
•_' ..
;.-. • . -'
#3-An S.G.A. representative'to
attend faculty meetings, The Education Policy Committee, The

Cowardice and Ignorance Ever End?
To the Editor:
One week prior to last semester's
exams, we found taped to the wall
next to our door sexist and racist
allegations in the form of posters,
magazine advertisements and
graffiti, The harrassment centered
around the issue of interracial sex.
This included an advertisement
from
Penthouse
magazine
exhibiting a book centering around
the "numerous and exciting" acts
possible, between the sexes. In
addition, pictures were drawn
Appointment and Promotion Committee and The Institute of Priorities Committee.
#4—Establishment of a forum
night for progress reports from five
main student groups to promote
greater cohesiveness.•
(a( S.G.A.
(b) Committee For Change At
Trinity (CCAT)
(c) Trinity Coalition of Blacks
(T.C.B.)
(d) The Student Coalition
(e) The Tripod
#5— A greater S.G.A. focus on
the problems of:
—Tenure
—The Minority Situation
—The Role of the Fraternities
—Security at Trinity
—The Role of The President of
The College
On Friday, October 17th, please
circle,
LEISENRING and SULLIVAN

WHITE'ELEPHANT

SALE
TAKE IT AWAV,
RONNIE. TAKE
ITALU.SDB..,
BUT NDTMY

displaying a Black male face and
genitals with accompanying obscene phrases along with other
various sexist insinuations.
The idea that someone felt the
need to publicly comment, in such
a crude manner, on the fact that we
happen to have relationships with
people of diverse backgrounds, is
horrifying. This incident completely disrupted our lives
emotionally
as
jwell
as
academically. If someone does not
apporove of our personal conduct,
there are many ways they can
approach the situation. It is both
disturbing and disappointing that
certain members of the Trinity
student body felt the need to express their opinions in such a
cowardly, ignorant and malicious
manner. Perhaps we were being
naive, but we expected better of
our peers.
The possibility that this was
intended as a joke is extremely
unnerving. The manner in""which
certain issues-were dealt with was
not humorous, but on the contrary,
extremely scary. In one way, this
incident was a personal insult to
the three of us and the man involved. In a wider and perhaps
more significant sense it is an insult
to both the races and the sexes
concerned. The sexuality of each
was exploited and reduced to an
animalistic level.
«As a result of thes extremely
offensive act we felt that immediate action was warranted.
Within two days we'had consulted
at least six administrators and
professors, in addition to security
all of whom were extremely
supportive and as horrified by the
act — as we were. Unfortunately,
the identities of the perpetrators
are not known at the present time,
but investigations are under way.
This issue of The Tripod has
been the first opportunity we have

had to publicly air our feelings
since the incident occurred. We
are writing this letter in an attempt
to say that no one should ever have
to deal with this short of cruelty. It
is obvious by the disgusting
harrassment we were subjected to
that Trinity has very real and very
serious problems between the races
as well as between the sexes. Perhaps then the real intent of this
letter is to inform the Trinity
community of the extent to which
racial and sexist prejudice exists on
this campus. Differing opinions are
one thing, but harrassment is
another.
Sincerely,
Louise C. Bond
Patty Paddock
Alexandra Zolan

Special Introductory Meeting
Thurs. Nite: 9:30 sharp
Downstairs in Mather
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Where Are Trinity Students and Who Hears the Fellows ?
For two and a half hours on Friday afternoon, the Board of Fellows
and representatives from seven student organizations and two
members of the faculty and administration wrestled with some
crucial questions concerning campus life. Following the format of a
letter released by the SGA on December 8, 1980, issues concerning
Minority Recrutiment, Academic Affairs, Student Action, and
Student Life were discussed and debated.
The student letter was concise and forceful. Its suggestions
showed sincere concern and intelligent and active solutions to
current problems which have afflicted Trinity College for the last
year, if not longer. The letter responded to the feelings of many
aware and senstitive individuals amongst a student population
which "retains the Eastern Establishment While Male Outlook."
The conspicuously few numbers of students in the audience at
the Board of Fellows forum on Friday (the Tripod estimates about 75100 students) perhaps indicates the truth of an assertion made in the
December 8th letter that there is "a lack of strongly felt commitment" to any intellectual or social issues on campus and "an absence of toleration" on the part of a majority of students at Trinity.
Admittedly the publication of this important event was poor, yet
every student's mail box was stuffed.
Where are the 1600 students who should be concerned with the
quality of life in a place which will drastically influence them for four
years?
The turn-out may have been better than expected (one cannot ex-

pect many on a sunny Friday afternoon at Trinity), but it certainly was
not enough.. However, the students who did take the time to attend
the forum showed their intelligent concern and awareness of the
four issues discussed.
At the start of the forum, Charles Kurz illuminated the role of the
Board of Fellows as appointees by the Trustees to keep in touch with
student life at Trinity. Therefore, he continued, the Fellows were sincerely concerned with student thougts and opinions on College
issues. In general, for two and a half hours, questions and comments
from any of the seven heilows present were few.
In light of their lack of dynamic action in the past on such
problems as minority recruitment or curricular changes, amongst
other issues, their reticence was not surprising, although frustrating. Not only do students at Trinity need to become more actively
involved in the pressing difficulties of campus life, but these administrative constituencies must make themselves more vocally
conspicuous. Only a strong and committed combination of these
groups—students and Board of Fellows, Trustees, faculty, and administrative representatives—will keep Trinity moving forward on
the issues of minorities, academics, and student life.
It is for this reason, primarily, that the forum was positive. Even
though there could have been more students and faculty present in
the Washington Room, and even though the Fellows could have put
out a little more, the fact that an effort was made is commendable. It
was a successful effort; but criticism will make the next forum on
March 13 better than successful. It will accomplish something.

Fellows Move to Act

Ragtime

The Real life Admission Test
by Carl Schiessl
Pre-meds dutifully take their
MCAT. Aspiring lawyers tackle
the LSAT. Junior executives ex^
perience the GMAT. There is even
the GRE for those students who
have no idea how they intend to
make their fortunes. When approaching the end of brilliant
academic careers, many undergraduates remain cornmited to
thfetaelief that positions with higher
^salaries or attractive fringe benefits
may only be obtained through
advanced education. For. each of'
these students, the initial obstacle
to overcome on the path to advanced education is some sort of
standardized test which will
mystically offer an indication of
one's suitability to pursue a particular field of study.
But I am not campaigning here
against the brutal abuse of d, eserving college students who are
denied entry into graduate or
professional school due to low test
scores. Nor am I concerned with
the validity of this method of
examination as an indicator of
future success in a profession. My
purpose in writing about the
American examination system is to
suggest an extension of this method
of selection to areas not involving
advanced education. As the
standardized testing method has
proven to be an acceptable means
of determining the future of
aspiring professionals, why not
enlarge the.scope of administration
uch tests to include other areas
of human life?
I suggest that every college
senior be required to take the
REAL LIFE ADMISSION TEST,
or RLAT. This examination
provides
a
comprehensive
measurement of certain skills
important in the performance of
everyday activities in the outside
world. The test covers a broad
range'of academic disciplines and

SS=

gives no advantage to candidates
from a particular academic
background.
The questions Yielding the
RLAT score, which ranges from
200 to 800, are designed to gauge
the ability to read, understand, and
reason logically using a variety of
verbal and quantitative material. In
addition to sections on logical
reasoning and practical judgement,
the RLAT is comprised of sections
ranging from common courtesy,"
persuasive ability, and proper style
of dress, to consumer calculus and
basic budgeting. The following are
examples of questions which one is
likely to encounter on the RLAT.

C.) Borrow from
your
roommate.
D.) Write a rubber check.
E.) Scream and cry to Mumsy.
Proper Behavior
"
4.)
The interviewer
from
Providential Insurance says that he
would offer you a position if you
cut off your long hair. You should
respond in what manner?
A.) Cut off your hair.
B.) Tell him to "
off!"
C.) Work for the Aetna.
D.) Marry his daughter.
The correct responses are E, B, E,
and D. ,
Rather than a special section on
writing ability common to most
standardized tests, the RLAT
features a conformity coefficient
Practical Judgement
which is helpful to the student in
(select one response)
• 1.) You find a piece of brown pursuit of a job in government.
lettuce in the salad bin at Mather
The RLAT provides valuable
Dining Hall. The proper action to information concerning a potential
take is:
"
adult's probability of success in the
A.) Place it back in the bin. real world. RLAT scores are used
in a variety of areas, from job B.) Throw it on the floor,
qualifications to zoning laws. Many
C.) Become nauseous.
sales
positions and management
-, D.) Eat it anyway.
training programs set'a minimum
. E.) All. of the above.
score. Students falling below this
Proper Style of Dress
score will not be offered a position.
2.) Tonight is the fraternity Corporate employers are attracted
semiformal. It is your first semi- by the RLAT because it is a
formal affair at college. You should uniform measure .',. . the validity of
the test is unquestioned.
dress in what way?
"Use of RLAT scores as a basis
A.) Overalls, flannel shirt,
for zoning laws has opened a vast
hiking boots.
B.) Electric blue evening array of possibilities for the use of
these tests in other areas of public
gown, glass slippers, falsies.
C.) Fair Isles, pink pants, policy. In fact, scores may be soon
incorporated into residency
docksiders.
D.) Designer jeans, satin requirements in the fifty states. A
bill has been proposed in Congress
blouse, heavy eye make-up.
which sets varying cut-off points
Basic Budgeting
3.) You are overdrawn at the bank. regarding RLAT scqres. People
Daddy says 'no more money from whose score falls below a certain
home until you G.P.A: increases. number will be denied residency in
a particular state. The proposal
What action do you take?
calls for a graduated cut-off system,
A.) Get a job at the Pub'.
B.) Study harder to raise your
G.P.A.

SENIORS

Those who missed their senior
portraits must have their pictures
taken for the 1981 Ivy. Call 246-2153
to make an appointment for Feb. 2 or 3.

On behalf of the Board of Fellows, we want to express our appreciation for your participation in the
Student Life Panel which we sponsored on Friday djterhoOn, January 2'3.
'
The Fellows are impressed by the constructive and
cooperative approach takento the four topics of discussion. As the Fellows examine the issues further
with students, faculty, and administration, we intend to submit specific recommendations to the
Trustees as part of our annual report for 1980-81.
We trust that you participate favorably our planned reconvening of the Student Life Panel on Friday
afternoon, March 13. At that time, the Fellows expect to hear more specific suggestions from the
panelists for resolving the issues as well as who tvill
be responsible for participating in that effort.
Again, Mary-Jo Keating is available locally (Kaman
Corporation, Blue Hills Avenue, Bloomfield, CT
06002, 243-8311) to coordinate our attendance at
any meetings or to answer any questions on behalf
of the Fellows. Thanks again for your leadership and
support for our work.
Sincerely,
Karen Jeff ers and Charles Kurz
Co-Chairpersons
with such states as Alabama and
Mississippi setting a minimum score at 250 and Virginia and
Pennsylvania requiring a 650 or
better before granting residency,
The reliability of the standardized test as a determinant of
social policy cannot be questioned,
based on the success of this method
in the academic realm. In addition,
the RLAT., is not an expensive examination. The cost of the
RLAT, plus resume-organizing
service, score reports, and the PreReal Life Hand book is less than
$200. Such fees may be waived
following confirmation of financial
status by report of IRS auditors,
There
are
also
RLAT
preparation courses offered by
independent corporations. These
courses range in cost from $300$450 and have varying degrees of
success. Clearly, the benefits of the
RLAT are open to persons of all

economic situations, based on the
low cost of RLAT services,
The need for a standard measure
of applicants for a certain position
has been expressed by.employers
and admission personnel faced
with a difficult choice between
candidates for a position. The
success of standardized tests in
assisting academic institutions in
weeding out the well-intentioned
but woefully unqualified students
in such fields as medicine and law
has been verified over time. The
most obvious step in the implementation of standardized tests
as measures of capability is in the
areas of business and public policy.
The Real Life Admission Test is a
giant step toward achieving a truly
egalitarian social system. One rJannot" help but feel enthusiastic
about its unlimited possibilities a* instrument of selection.

Phone 547-0263

TRINITY PACKAGE STORE
CHOICE WINES & -LIQUORS
219 New Britain Ave. Hartford, Conn.
John W. Dulka, Prop.
(corner Henry St. next to Comer Tap)
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Board of Fellows Foru^r
Organizations Cal b r Changes
December 8,1980
To: Dr. George Starkey,
Chairman, Board of Trustees
Dr. Theodore D.Lockwood,
President
Mr. JamesF. English, Jr.,
Acting President
Mr. Thomas A. Smith,
Vice President
Dn Andrew D. DeRocco,,.
Dean of the Faculty
Ms. Karen Jeffers,
i
Co-Chairman, Board of Fellows
Mr. Charles Kurz, II,
Co-Chairman, Board of Fellows
From: The Studei t Government
Organization
Trinity Coalit on of Blacks
Trinity COG \t\ m of Blacks
Women's Org wization
The Interfratemity Council
Committee for Change At Trinity
La VozLatina
The Resident CoordinatorsAssistants

nent materials and procedures.
.. 3) The Admissions Office, in conjunction with the Alumni Office, should
actively seek the support and help of
Trinity alumni, both Minority and
White, in the search for qualified
minority applicants. Such a program
would require minimal expenditure of
funds after an initial training program.
..4)' The Admissions Office should
actively seek the support and help of
undergraduates in the recruitment of
minority applicants and in the gathering
of information pertaining to that recruitment, 'i.«..• which schools in a given city •
should be visited for that purpose arid
what programs or attributes of Trinity
should be emphasized in interviews.
.. 5) More funding should be made
available for Minority scholarship needs
In the past, this has been a major
obstacle to admitting minority students
and such an increase would stress the
Administration's commitment to the
goal of better Minority representation
on campus.
.,'

.. 6) Reports on Admissions procedures
and prerequisites in Minority recruitment should be made public along with
Madame and Gentlemen:
..In recent months, the topic of the explanations of these procedures and
quality of student life, both academical- prerequisites.
ly and socially, has been the subject of
much concern and discussion among
various groups and individuals in the Academic Affairs
college community. The general consen- .. The academic goals of the College
sus has been that this quality has should include the ideal of the liberal
declined over the past several years and : arts education, a term we take to mean a
continue* to do so. For the most part, broad based and intellectually adventwe agree. However, we do not see this uresome education, including the esodecline as an irreversible trend and we teric as well as the more prosaic, albeit
fuel that it is in the best interests of the worthwhile and necessary, disciplines
Trustees, Administration, Faculty, ana such as economics and the natural
Student Body to cooperate in meeting sciences. These areas of study should
stress the delving into alternate (versus
the problems facing Trinity.
.. These problems stem from many Western) societies and culture and
different sources. The dismal economic should also attempt to meet the needs of
outlook results in a certain narrow- a heterogeneous student body. We do
mindedness on the part of student and not believe that the curriculum should
administrator alike and poses a serious be'Shackled to an arbitrary F.T.E. limit
threat to the liberal arts tradition so in the pursuit of this goal.
vocally espoused by many at Trinity. . ,1) We advocate the retention of the
The lack of a strongly felt commitment Education Department and, indeed, the
to intellectual endeavor and an absence rebuilding of that department into a
of toleration for the non-conformists viable and vibrant teaching entity. This
among us surely aggravates this situa- is a department of especial value to the
tion, Our suggestions, enumerated be- minority students at Trinity and should
low, are designed to remove some of the: not be dismantled at a time when such
more serious obstacles in the path to a attractions are clearly desirable.
socially aware and intellectually tolerant .. 2) We believe that the Intercultural
education, an objective all ^here at Studies Department should be expandTrinity surely embrace. We have ed to provide more courses on non, divided our suggestions into four mu- Western civilization and culture. This,
tually non-exclusive categories (Minor- too, is a necessary part of the liberal arts
ity Recruitment, Academic Affairs, education and would serve to project a
Student Action, and Student Life), and less ethnocentric view of our world and
request the courtesy of a reply and its peoples. .
reactions to these ideas within a .. 3) We believe that the hiring of more
month's time, in order to facilitate both minority and women faculty members
a constructive dialogue and speedy would greatly increase the value of a
implementation of these programs.
Trinity liberal arts education^as would
Minority Recruitment
the hiring of faculty members from
.. We believe that the Admissions diverse educational aild cultural backOffice should expend more energy and grounds. Too much of this school retains
time in the recruitpient of qualified the Eastern Establishment White Male
' minority candidates. The poor results in outlook to be realistic in view of the
the past argue compellingly that their existing situation in the United States
present methods of recruitment are ill today.
suited to these ends in an era of
shrinking candidate pools and rising .. 4) We advocate the institution of a
tuition. The following are suggestions to procedure for the voicing of student
increase the efficiency and effectiveness opinion in decisions of the hiring,
bestowing of tenure, and firing of
of the Admissions Office.
faculty members. We envision a format
similar to that used in the search for a
.. 1). The Admissions Office should new Assistant Dean of Students, that is,
contact Minority interest groups, such the inclusion of students on any
as the N.A.A.C.P.. CORE, PUSH, etc., Selection Committee and the holding of
in order to utilize the college informa- open question and answer sessions, in
tion services that many of these groups the hiring process. In those decisions
provide. This would be especially useful resulting in the granting or denial of
in-the Hartford area and in other major tenure, the latter being virtually synonomous with termination, we advocate
urban areas.
. .2) The College should increase the the institution of a series of hearings in
Minority Recruitment budget to allow which student opinion would be voiced
, for the development of better recruit- and considered before any decision

by Barbara J. Selmo
On Friday afternoon, January 23, 1981, the Trinity Board of Fellows, representatives from
seven student organizations, members of faculty, administration and the student body discussed in an open forum a number of pertinent issues. The forum was held in answer to a need
expressed by students to openly discuss the academic and social quality of life at Trinity
College.
,
.
'
A letter which was the combined efforts of the SGA, the TCB, the TCB Women's Organization, the Interfraternity Council, the Committee for Change at Trinity, La Voz Latinaand
the R.A./R.C.'s, dated December 8, 1980, precipitated this forum, as an answer to the
questions and comments that the letter raised. The letter, addressed to top administrators and
members of the Board of Fellows, divided the topics under question into four categories'
Minority Recruitment, Academic Affairs, Student Action, and Student Life. Representatives
from faculty, administration, Fellows and the student's organizations discussed the letter and
the reply written by Acting President English, as well the addendum from Dean Waggett and
Mr, Reggie Kennedy. Although the student body had not read the letter nor its replies, those
students present freely expressed their opinions and asked questions of all the members of iftepanel.
Mr. Charles Kurz, '67 co-chairman of the Board of Fellows, introduced the panel, an4\Js,
fellow co-chairman, Ms. Karen Jeffers, '76, who acted as mediator, as well as making a few "
brief remarks about the afternoon's program; He explained that the Fellows are appointedto
'examine and report on college life to the Trinity Trustees, and therefore were directly interested in all that the students felt about the problems in the school. Kurz added that the
forum was to be held again on March 13, to further discuss certain topics as well as to examine
what has done in certain topics as-well as to examine what has been done in certain areas
during the interim. Kurz introduced Mary Jo Keating, '74, a Fellow representative from the
Hartford area who would be available to attend all meetings on campus concerning the issues
raised.
The first issue addressed was Minority Recruitment. Kwaku Sintim-Misa, representing the
TCB, categorized the two major problems at Trinity in this area—the college's inability to attract minority students, and its difficulty in retaining them once they are on campus. He cited
theletter from Dean Waggett and Mr. Kennedy, dated January 5, 1981, as impressive in its
list of projects, ideas and operative plans that Admissions arid the college have undertaken.
Sintim-Misa called upon Waggett to elucidate.
Dean Waggett agreed that the college lacks a strong minority recruitment program. He went
on to explain ways what he felt would improve this situation. Matching Trinity undergrade
jvith incoming minority freshmen, launching a more agressive communication campaign with
prospective students, sponsoring receptions for minority students and their families in several

became final. The same hearings proce- , .2) lhe Administration should encourdure would be in effect in the case of a age Hartford area community groups to
make more frequent use of Trinity's
firing of a faculty member.
facilities in order to provide more
diverse programming for the Trinity
Student Action
populace and to cement ties with the
. .Student participation in these pro- Hartford community. Such activities as
grams is both implicit and vital to their the community soccer league practices
success. We anticipate many and varied
are a clear example .of the Administraareas where the student body can
tions willingness to do so and should'be*
actively improve both student life and
expanded upon.
academic quality at Trinity.
. . 1) We will organize a ' 'Student
Awareness" program to be held next . .3) The internship opportunities and
semester and thereafter to be incorpor- community service opportunities for
ated into the Freshman Orientation Trinity students in the Hartford area
Program each Fall. We foresee this should not be allowed to lessen or
program to-include both lecture and disappear in the wake of the present
discussion about various societal pro- disorganization in the Internship Office.
blems such as hunger in America, These opportunities should be actively
intolerance of different cultures and . expanded through such agencies as
lifestyles, and violence in American HART and SINA and these opportuniinstitutions. We intend that this pro- ties should be extended de jure to
gram would stress the courtesy and freshmen instead of denied.
tolerance that must be extended to all in .. 4) Trinity should extend its help and
the college community as well as in the expertise to the community where
world at large.
possible in such areas a fuel conserva.. 2) We will actively work to establish a tion techniques and building conservaMinority Scholarship from Jhe Student tion.
Activities Budget, which we propose be
treble-matched by the Administration to ...5) The ^Administration should seek
provide one minority student per year wherever possible to curtail and prohibit
guaranteed full tuition and board for a the use of racially, culturally,' and
full four years.
sexually biased language and action on
.. 3) We will work with the Admissions the part of itself or its employees. We
Office to provide whatever information feel that the initiative shown in the
and services we can to facilitate the recent "Security Alert1' controversy
recruitment of qualified minority appli- bodes well for swift action in this area.
cants and to improye the admissions .-.,. .As stated before, these suggestions
process in general.
are by no means all-inclusive. They a°,
however, represent areas where •s»
dents feel much work needs to be aow
Student Life
.. We believe that the quality of student and they are goals which students ar
life at Trinity can be improved in areas willing to pursue actively. We feel™"
other than those that are strictly related with full cooperation between Student*
to Admissions or academics. These Administration, and Faculty these goats
programs would be designed to enhance can be realized to all our satisfaction.
the. facilities and educational opportun- Again, we urge your reply before w
ities on campus and to expand the resumption of school in January.
F
availablity of learning experiences with'
Sincerely,
in the surrounding city of Hartford and,
The Student Government
specifically, the South End.
.. U The expansion of Mather Campus
Organization
Center into a truly serviceable facility is
Trinity Coalition of Blacks
essential to the well-being of the
Trinity
Coalition
of Blacks Women's
student body and could be designed in
'
*
Organization
such a way as to provide for increased
. interaction space for students and
The Interfratemity Council
faculty. In addition, such a facility
Committee for Change At Trinity
would be competitive with those of other
La Voz Latino
institutions with which Trinity will be
The Resident Coordinators-Assistants
vying for the dwindling applicant pool.
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Discusses Trinity Life
About changes in the curriculum, he said, "I don't see anything inconsistent at all between
fellies in the country, Waggett cited as several ways to develop a better recruiting program.
quality
and between offering more courses within the curriculum here in race relations, in
' He stressed the role Trinity students can play in recruitment, especially in giving their time
i|o a summer search program that would place them in contact with students in their home cross cultural perspective; in fact, I think it is an absolute necessity." He further commented
{areas who are interested in Trinity, These personal attempts would increase the potential for a that pressure to introduce new courses should be directed towards the departments themselves,
especially through discussions between the departments and their student majors. Waggett
fiarger number of students applying to and ultimately choosing Trinity.
i "Our problem here has always been not so much the problems of admissions or recruit- urged that students get interested and make their opinions known.
Under the topic of Student Action, the discussion centered around the importance of
ment," Wagget stated, "but more one of building a potential group of applicants each year of
students and faculty to inform and explain to prospective undergraduates the quality of life at
sufficient size to enable us to really begin to talk about substantial minority enrollment."
; Jim Pomeroy, '81, representing the SGA, briefly remarked on the contents of the letter Trinity. Pomeroy suggested that a student awareness program be incorporated into the Freshiwhich outlined the four areas under examination. Under the heading Minority Recruitment, • man Orientation. He said that the existing program presented general facts, but made not
he said, the letter suggests the college improve funding for recruitment, as well as contact mention about the personal interactions among students.(Awareness discussions and a certain
minority groups such as the N.A.A.C.P. to aid in the search for students. Pomeroy said that amount-of sensitivity would be positive forces in a freshman's adjustment.
the response from Waggett & Kennedy proved that someting had been done about this recruit- . The final topic, Student Life, brought out several points that the representatives' felt would
ment problem, but felt that there was some "administrative inertia" in this area, and improve life for all Trinity students and faculty. The expansion and improvement of Mather
requested that plans be moved more quickly. Waggett responded that all the plans that he Campus Center is considered crucial; the development of a stronger relationship between
mentioned were concrete, and used Kennedy's extensive traveling in the past semester as proof Trinity and the Hartford community was also listed. The elimination of "racially; culturally
o/the immediacy of the solutions.
\
and sexually biased language and actions on the part of itself (administration) and its em- •
.,:....•,;•'..— • • •
Pomeroy summarized the text under Academic Affairs, the second topic, saying that a ployees" was stated.
Wayne Asmus, Director of Mather Campus Center, elaborated on the many proposals for
^beral arts curriculum here tends to be a very "western-minded, pre-professional curriculum."
of Mather, the unfeasibility of a student house to replace the Center's facili- !
He caJled [or the reestablishment of the Education Department, a department whose course the improvement
!
offerings were particularly attractive to minority students. Pomeroy also mentioned tenure ties, and the immense, CQS). of ,any. additions or rennovations to the Center, The discussion on
, student, life opened,commentary, from students and panel on several topics, including the
and hiring decisipns as areas that needed student input.
.'•'•
. • \.v.\
Prof. Eugene Davis, of the History Department, and Chairman of the President's Council fraternity system, the noise level on campus, the lack of social life, the amount of insension Minority Affairs, though he felt that the college should be open to change, said that tivity among students and the atmosphere created on campus that encourages the
"fashions come and go," and that it is "not really reasonable or desirable to introduce new predominance and acceptance of a few attitudes rather than the existence of many attitudes in
.
courses and take them out every few years." Davis stressed the size of the college and the a benevolent atmosphere.
number of faculty as decisive factors in the curriculum, as well as the importance of main- Waggett stated that students at Trinity often do not express their diversification because
"they can't afford to." Thelma Waterman, '71, member of the Board of Fellows, made an
taining the quality of Trinity's liberal arts education.
In answer to the point raised about the reestablishment of the Education Department, Davis important statement concerning the need for minority students to become aware and involved
said that the department had weakened itself because "they were in fact giving courses that with the Hartford community and not to feel that this interest should in any way be interdidn't sound like education courses, , . . that they were giving sociology and psychology preted as a way the college can push them off campus. She said that the "family ties" which
are important to them can be found in the community and would help their lives at the college,
courses," weakening the focus of the department.
The discussion about course's, departments, the quality of education, student motivation giving black students a-sense of their culture away from home.
and minority students' interests inspired a number of questions and responses from the audi- A recapitulation of the afternoon's meeting emphasized the positive breakthrough the
ence. Students questioned the lack of academic requirements, and the possibility of attracting student organizations' letter made in increasing overall campus communications. The need for
more students, especially minorities, by the depth and interest of the course. Dean Wagget ex- more open discussion was stressed, as well as the importance of the next forum, on March 13.
plained clearly that very few students chose hot to come because of the lack of Education All participating students representatives and the Fellows, faculty and administrators expressed-their desire to see what constructive work will take place in the next seven weeks.
Department.
.

English Responds to Students
brief memorandum
specifying the
... . • , .
January 13,1981
steps, several of them new, which our
Mr. James B. Pomeroy
admissions people are taking to improve
P.O. Box 1266
minority recruitment this year. A copy
Trinity College
of his report is enclosed. I am impressed
JWr. Kwaku B. Sintim-Misa
by the energy they are devoting to this
^ P.O. Box375
effort, but I know they would be glad to
ftrinity College
discuss the problem with you, hear your
suggestions, and most importantly,
'• Dear Jim and Kwaku:
I am writing in response to the letter enlist your active participation. In order
of December 8; 1980, which the Student to get this action under way, I suggest
Government Organization, the Trinity that you arrange for the selection of a
Coalition of Blacks, and other student small Steering Committee (perhaps one
organizations sent to the administra- member might be drawn from each of
tion, various trustees, and others. the seven student groups that joined in
Somehow it seems easier to address two< your letter). When this Steering Comindividuals whom I know than a list of mittee has been formed, 1 hope you will
seven organizations. The problems of •notify me so I can arrange a meeting
student life, moreover, are in many with the Faculty Committee on Admisways personal ones, which somehow we sions and Financial Aid, which includes,
. in addition to faculty members, Dean
must all address as individuals.
Waggett, Mr. Muir, and three students.
Before commenting on the four I hope this can be done promptly; the
sections of your letter, I would tike to ' admissions season is well under way,
make two other general observations. and there is much to accomplish.
First, as I have already suggested, the
Let me move on the your comments
quality of student life on campus
depends in large measure on the on Academic Affairs. The decision to
attitudes and habits of all of us as reaffirm the maximum size of the
individuals. The administration can faculty at 135 was made by the
reallocate limited resources, and it can Trustees. It reflects their intention to
rearrange some programs and proced- maintain the size of the student body at
about its present level and their concern
j ures; but it cannot mandate civility,
consideration, or concern for others. that the upward creep in faculty size (to
Second, even the power to rearrange 141), if not reversed, would further
programs and j procedures is widely erode the College's capacity to compenc s
sate existing faculty members adeK .PJ*£§Mlik$iil£:>.~a' c°HeSe ' like Trinity.
^^ficwrmosfclrcumstances,
for instance, quately. It was, in a sense, a decision to
W"curricular changes and senior faculty reduce ourselves to fighting trim in
n appointments are primarily determined order to Jace the uncertain future from a
a by faculty committees, not by the stronger position. I very much doubt
'•' administration, this form of policy that the Trustees would consider chang1
' reflects the traditional conviction that ing this decision:
The implementation of the decision,
l! •!: under normal circumstances faculties
t> •,! should bear primary responsibility for including its inevitable impact on program and curriculum, was largely
J';1 academic matters.
•
To turn to the first section of your effected by the Faculty, with the advice
•Mi letter, we are all concerned about of its Educational Policy Committee.
Ij Minority Recruitment, and the Admis- The reduction of the Department of
il :|i sions Office most of all. Your sugges- Education to a modest Program in
„• •)! tions are positive and helpful. 1 am Educational Studies followed a recomf
mendation of that Committee which,
is :j especially grateful for the offer of
1
student assistance in the recruiting after thorough study, reluctantly conprocess, as experience suggests that cluded that it was "difficult to locate it
Access in recruitment requires sub- as essential to the liberal arts tradition
stantial, enthusiastic, and sustained at the College.'' This Committee is'also
Uudent involvement of this sort. I know involved in determining the allocation of
that members of the faculty and the faculty positions to programs such as
administration are also willing to help. I Intercultural Studies. The Curriculum
have asked Dean Waggett to prepare a Committee considers specific courses to

be offered and proposals for new
programs. Yet another, the Appointments and promotions Committee, recommends senior appointments. I think
it would be helpful if the student
Steering Committee were to meet with
Dean DeRocco and the chairmen oj
these, three important faculty groups, I
expect the students would be interested
in learning more about how these
decisions are made. They, in turn,
would have an opportunity to explore
possible ways in which student views
could be appropriately registered and
considered in academic matters.
. Before leaving this section of your
letter, I should also report that a
committee of the President's Special
Council on Women is also reviewing the
College's policies and procedures with
respect to hiring women and minority
faculty members. This • committee is
chaired by Professor Diane Zannoni,
and the Steering Committee may wish
to consult with her.
I am sure the entire Trinity community will be grateful for the initiatives
proposed in your section on Student
Action. The administration welcomes
your plan to organize a ''student
awareness" program. We and, I- am
sure, the faculty will be interested to
learn more about it and glad to assist if
called upon. I also commend your
willingness to allocate funds from the
Student Activities Budget for minority
' scholarships. I am assured by the
Admissions Office that lack of financial
aid funds is not, at the moment,
inhibiting minority enrollments. If, as
we all hope, these enrollments increase,
however, we may reach a point where
added funds for this purpose will be
welcome indeed. As previously indicated, I am delighted by your offer to
increase student participation in minority recruiting and hope that this can be
organized promptly.
Finally, let me comment on the
concluding, Student Life, section of your
letter. Mather (or the somewhat broader
issue of student social facilities) has
high priority. While the Trustees have
not yet formally addressed this matter,
the administration's five-year projections assume the expenditure of $1.0
million for this purpose during 1982-83.
last spring a task force, chaired by a
student, submitted numerous recom-

mendations, and Mr, Smith and his
colleagues are now beginning to make
concrete plans. It is highly unlikely, in
my view, that the College can afford to
enlarge Mather extensively. I believe,
however, that the space within Mather
can be made more attractive and that it
can be utilized more efficiently, with
certain activities now in Mather perhaps
relocated elsewhere on campus. It is
these hard decisions with which Mr,
Smith is now struggling.
Trinity's urban location is one of its
unique strengths, we place high priority
on the Internship Program and hope
that it will grow in strength and
usefulness. The search to fill the
Coordinator's job has .been a careful
one, led by Dean DeRocco, and we
expect that it will be completed by the
start of the Trinity Term. The other
types of interchange with the community you mention are excellent examples
of the ways in which we will continue to
take advantage of our location.
In conclusion, let me express again
the hope that we can address the
specific suggesstions' in your letter
promptly, in addition to the meetings
with the Admissions Office and with the
Dean and various faculty chairmen
which I have already mentioned, I would
like to suggest a third. As you know, the
Board of Fellows is an important body,
charged under'our Charter to advise the
Board of Trustees. At the suggestion of
the Chairman of the Board, the Fellows
have agreed to concentrate their attention primarily on matters of student life.
The co-chairmen of the Board of Fellows
Ms. Karen Jeffers '76 and Mr., Charles
Kurz '67 (who were among those to
whom your letter was addressed), have
called a meeting of the Fellows to be
held at 3:00 p.m. on Friday, January 23,
1981, in the Washington Room. They
would like to use this oportunity to
discuss the letter.
Again let me thank you for the
responsible way in which you have
raised issues which affect us all. The
administration looks forward to working
with students, faculty members, and
others over the coming months to help
improve the tone and texture of life on
our campus.
_.
,
Sincerely yours,
JamesF. English, Jr.
Acting President
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Even if you aie not a punk, we could still use you.

Come to ameeting, tOEiqht at 7:15 p.m.

in the Tripod office, Jackson Basement.
The Punks will be waiting.

January27,1981,

Crowds Applaud "Cymbeline"

Posthumus journeys to Italy and hailed for helping to save
by Jill Spencer
where
he meets a cocky Italian Cymbeline from the Italians. The
Talented casting, exquisite
named
Iachimo. King's long lost sons Guiderius and
design and handsome costuming gentleman
Arviragus are once again reunited
deserve standing ovations, as lachimo wages Imogen's chastity with their father. The final scene
"Cymbeline" come to life with with Posthumus, and if he succeeds closes_ with characters joining
in seducing, Imogen, Posthumus
the Hartford Stage Company
hands, the order of the kingdom
through February 8, 1981. Director would repeal his love to her. having been restored.
Mark Lamos creates an en- Iachimo's' futile attempts initiate
Actress Mary Layne generates a
tertaining presentation of William his lying to Posthumus of a victory
Imogen.
Posthumus, superb performance as the
Shakespeare's "Cymbeline," ''with
producing a definite hit for both destroyed by Imogen's supposed Shakespearean heroine Imogen,
the theater goer and the non- unfaithfulness, seeks revenge on Her sensitivity and femininity are
her and sends for his servant Pisano commendably portrayed in her
theater goer alike.
character. Notice should also be
Exceptional stage techniques, to murder her. Knowing of her given to the upright performance
untarnished
love,
Pisano
spares
her
including the descent of Jupiter
of William Wright as Belarius, a
astride a gigantic eagle, a slow- life and sets her on her own dis- banished lord and wilderness father
guised
as
a
servant
boy
in
the
counmotion fight scene, mystical effects
to the long lost sons of the King.
with stage mist and authentic tryside of Ireland.
The accrobatic tumbling and
Meanwhile the evil Queen,
setting representations, are among
candid
brotherliness portrayed by
stepmother
to
Imogen,
has
the remarkable designs of John
Peter
Davies (Guiderius) and
Conklin.The lighting effects by Pat unremittingly tried to match her
Collins and the musical com- own dim-witted son Cloten with James Phipps (Arviragus) as the
position of Amy Rubin complete ' Imogen. In the wilderness Imogen brothers, offered the honesty
the atmosphere in which a skillfull unknowingly meets her two long which the wilderness of Ireland
cast transforms-into the sensitive, lost brothers and their surrogate represented. In contrast, Mark
humorous and human character father, once banished Belarius. Capri, as the Italian philanderer
created, by Shakespeare more than Upon following her to Ireland, Iachimo, - represented with exCloten is slain by one of the cellence the haughtiness and
three centuries ago. -*•_-••
deceptiveness his character
"Cymbeline" is a quickly moving brothers. Intricacies of mistaken required.
identities,
poison
potions
and
the
tragicomedy about the quest of
Deserving of recognition is the
Imogen tor her banished husband Oueen's death climax into the war
noteworthy
performance of Robert
between
Britain
and
Italy.
A
Posthumus. She is the daughter of
Cornthwaite
as the servant Pisano.
tremendous
untying
of
cirCymbeline, the King of Britain.
The intricate plot introduces cumstances, brings about the Comic relief was offered by Steven
writing is "based on political and
by Kimberly M. Pavelec
colorful characters who both aid sinister confession of Iachimo and Ryan as the dim-witted son of the
Recently,- Alphi Delta Phi cultural forms of mind of the
and obstruct the young princess' the reuniting of Imogen with Queen, Appropriate performances
cont. on pg. 12
Africans."
His
writing,
according
to
Posthumus. - Belarius is identified
Fraternity announced the winners
intentions.
of their National Literary Com- Edusei, reflects his "reaction
petition. Maxwell G". Edusei, a towards colonialism and the quest
Trinity student from Ghana, was to reassert our cultural indentity.
such a presentation should be a
well as a short essay describing the
selected as the recipient of .the Our art is a means of comby Alison Limpitlaw
munication
and
not
just
an
exhibit as a whole. The exhibit will must for anyone remotely in$1,000 Award for Excellence. His
If you've been in Austin Arts
exhibition."
He
goes
on
to
say
that
be on display for the rest of the terested in the Colonial Period or
poem "For A Dead African" was
lately, you might have noticed a
Costuming and Weaponry in
his
poetry
is
"based
on
the
struggle
written in commemeration of an
strange personage lurking about. month, and Mr. Reily hopes to be general. It is located in the main
able
to
do
a
presentation
sometime
African Leader, Steve Biko, who for our freedom."
He is about average height and
lobby of Austin Arts, and it would
Edusei is majoring in En- looks pretty much like everyone this month, if possible.
was killed in Africa. This marks the
first time that a member of the Phi vironmental Studies. He is the else except he is wearing a leather
The exhibit is fascinating, and be worth, your while to stop by and
see it.
Kappa chapter has won this award. Resident Assistant of Allen West, jerkin and a metal cap, and he is
and,
along
with
writing
poetry,
he
surrounded by a variety of antique
The award for excellence is
presented only when the judges tutors in the Upward Bound rifles, crossbows and other infeel someone has made a con- Program. He plans to continue struments of war.
tribution to one of the four writing and hopes through his
A foreign student? Part of
categories of fiction, non-fiction, writing, to make both professors Trinity's security force? No, the
poetry or photography that far and students here at Trinity aware man (or rather, mannikin) is part of
historical a new exhibit about Colonial
exceeds average or above average of the African
developments and emotional weapons, presented by Tom Reily,
efforts.
When asked what inspires his poignancy-involving Africa at this an I.D.P. student.
poetry, Edusei ' noted that his time..
Reily, who is the proprietor of
the D and D Package Store, told
the Tripod that the has been
FOR A DEAD AFRICAN
collecting antique weapons for 23
years. He started collecting Civil
We have no heroes and no wars
War rifles when he was 19, using
Only victims of a sickly state
them to shoot rats at a nearby
Succumbing^to the variegated sores
dump, and gradually became more
That flower under lasting rains of hate,
and more interested in the Colonial
i
•
Period. "Many of my pieces are not
We have no battles and no fights .
found in museums", stated Mr.
For history to record with trite remarks;
Reily. His collection, which is
Only captives killed on eyeless nights
stored..in his home, is, in fact,
And accidental dyings in the dark.
more extensive than most
museums.
Yet when the roll of those who died
Th exhibit, found in the entrance
To free our land is called, without surprise
of Austin Arts, shows a variety of
These nameless, unarmed will stand beside weapons and accoutrements that
The warriors who secured the final surprise.
were common during the Colonial
Period. There art; plaques exMaxwell G. Edusei PK '82
1 plaining each item and its use as
^^S^Kj^^u^^^^^^^S^^^K^^^^^^^^'^^nSu^

Poem Echoes History

Colonialism Alive at Austin Arts

if
*

Crew Dance
•

Washington Room
Semi-formal attire
Mixers Provided
B.Y.O.B.

9:3® pm.

Hfusie ty KMng

Discount Wholesale Stereo Prices
22 New Park Avenue 232-2195
DOOR PRIZES include complete stereo system, Port. Pioneer Stereo console,
complete car stereo system, Jensen triaxial speakers, 60 watt graphic equalizer, •
TDK C 90 tapes^ Also, Brunches andLunches!!!!!!
|

Amity

J^^JB&L ^ j f i f &

;

^^fiSB^f

MREVIEW PROGRAMS

Call for Amity's free brochure
on the exam of interest to
you:

800-243-47S7
INCT.. 1-800-^a : 4635
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One of my friends told me that
the only sections of my articles he
deigns to read are the first and last
paragraphs, as he isn't very interested in the books which I
sacrifice many hours of fun to read,
but he does enjoy my introductory
and closing diatribes. To thwart
him, I shall rush ahead to discuss
the book at hand. Ha.

A moment of dance performed by the Trinity Dance Faculty.

"Journey" Graces Goodwin Stage
The Trinity dance faculty will
perform on Friday and Saturday,
Janury 30 and 31 at 8:00 p.m. in the
Goodwin Theatre of the Austin
Arts Center. The concert, entitled
"Journey," will consist of dances
choreographed and performed by
Judy Dworin, Connie Kreemer,
Katherine Power and Wendy
Shifrin.
Judy Dworin's solo piece is
entitled "Breathspace," and is a
blend of Chinese dance movement
and modern material. Dworin, who
is assistant professor of dance, has
been director of Trinity's dance
program since 1971. A Trinity
graduate, she has a master's in
dance from Goddard, College.
Dworin has performed extensively
in Connecticut, her most recent
work being ""Wrimansohg," an

improvisational duet which she
dances with Mond Daleo. Dworin
recently returned from a year-long
sabbatical in Taiwan where she
studied Peking Opera dance forms,
and did a series of concerts at the
College of Chinese Culture,
Katharine Power, artist-inresidence and director of Trinity's
community dance workshops, will
perform a two-part work entitled
"Village Earth." The first section
she will dance solo, and the second
section with Judy Dworin. Power
earned her BFA in theater and
dance education from Emerson
College and an MFA from Smith
College. She has been a member of
the American Repertory Theatreln
Europe and has performed both as
an actress and a dancer.
Connie Kreemer will perform a
duet entitled "The Flyer, and Kite"

with the Choreographer, Wendy
Shifrin, who will join with the
Trinity faculty for this concert.
Shifrin has performed with the
Nancy Meehan Dance Company
for five years and has taught at the
Nancy Meehan Studio. She
received her master's in dance
from New York University and has
performed her own work in New
York City. Connie Kreemer,
visiting artist at Trinity, will also
perform with Judy Dworin in a
piece they have choreographed,
entitled "Moondust." Kreemer
earned her master's in dance from
Smith College and has taught at
Trinity since 1976. In 1979-1980,
she was a member of the Nancy
Meehan Dance Company,
Admission to the performance is
$3.00; $1.50 for senior citizens. For
reservations, call 527-8062-

Arts Calendar
Four of the Connecticut Student
Poets for 1981 will make a stop at
Trinity College on Wednesday,
February 4,- as part of their
statewide itinerary.
The students, who come from
colleges and universities around
the state will read from their works
at.8 p.m. in Garmany Hall of the
Austin Arts Center. The Student
Poets' visit is free and open, to the
public. It is sponsored by the
Trinity College Poetry Center.
The
Connecticut
Opera
production of Puccini's Tosca on
January 29 and 31 will mark the
Hartford debuts of three international
artists,
Danica
Mastilovic,- Juan Lloveras and
Justino Diaz. Franco Gentilesca,
who directed the. Connecticut
Opera last season, will direct Tosca
and Maestro Kurt Klippstatter will
make his Connecticut Opera debut
in the pit. Tickets for the Thursday,
Janury 29 and Saturday1) January 31
performances at S p.m. at Bushnell
Hall are from $6.50 to $25.00. Call
the Connecticut Opera at 527-0713
or Bushnell Hall at 246-6807 for
reservations.

Falling In Place, Ann Seattle's
newest book, should be required
reading for all Trinity students. Not
because it has anything particularly'
earth-shattering to say, but because
it lays bare the kind of life that the
average Trinity student is alleged
to lead. Of course, the suppositionthat the entire student body comes
from the Greenwich-Darien area
and lives the cushy life of
America's lesser nobility is a slight
oversimplification, but if you're
one of those students (or
professors, or even parents) who
always wanted to know exacty
what went on in the four bedroom, 2
and a half bathroom houses on Elm
Street from whence Trinity's
population ostensibly springs, then
this is the book for you. Because
Falling In Place concerns real
people, not those cardboard
characters which spring to mind
with the words "nuclear family."

Louise's best friend; Parker, John
Joel's pathological partner in
gluttony; Angela, Mary's decadent
(at fifteen!) best friend; John's
lover, Nina; and so on. A large
section of Falling In Place is
devoted to Cynthia, Mary's English
teacher during summer school.
And now that you've got their
names completely mixed up, I shall
reveal the plot. John is unhappy j n
his marriage to Louise. He wants to
move in with Nina. Nina is not sure
she wants to abandon her independence. John Joel is invoVrei
in a nasty love-hate relationship
with the demonic Parker, who
alternately bullies and feeds him.
Mary must decide if she wants to
hang around with the beautiful but
amoral Angela. Louise exists in a
jaded housewife's limbo. Cynthia
loathes th6 apathetic children she
is trying to teach Vanity Fair to.
How, you inquire, can this
morass of human predicament be
resolved? Simple: Parker finds a
gun in his basement and gives it to
John Joel, who accidentally-onpurpose shoots his sister, Mary.
Needless to say, this action
precipitates much thought on the
part of all adults involved, leading
to some major decisions.
Falling in Place didn't change my
life, but it did put some
respectability back in the words
"Mom" and "Dad" and "the
American way of life." I'm in awe
of Ann Beattie's ability to effortlessly
portray
decent,
vulnerable people- — moreover,
her characters are believable. Both
men and women cry, teachers
smoke pot to combat insomnia
when thoughts of intrifefi®****
students fill their heads, and an
especially interesting minor
character has a bumper sticker
which -states "I brake for people
who brake."

Maybe the setting sounds dull,
maybe you could care less about
another book about the malaise of
the middle class? Well, Beattie's
book is a hell of a lot better than
the Saul Bellow-Philip Roth selfflagellation we've been inundated
with in the last few decades.
There's not an ounce of self-pity in
Beattie's characters. And exactly
who are these characters, you ask?
Well, there's the ? family (I've
forgotten their last name: I read the
book during the tirst week of
So my suggestion is that you wait
Christmas vacation and it's slipped till this book come out in paperinto oblivion), John, the father; back before you buy it (everyone
Louise, the mother; Mary, the knows students don't buy harddaughter; John Joel, the son; Tiffy, backs.).

"Cymheline" Sparkles
cont.frompg.il

'

,

were also given by Richard
Acclamation of the entire cast is
Mathews, as Cymbeline, and "* store. A bicentennial grand
Barbara Bryne, as the conniving finale could not have been better
The Hartford Symphony OrArtworks Galleries I and II are Queen.
chestra, Athur Winograd, Music
accomplished.
Director, will feature Mallory presenting the works of Frances
Walker as tenor soloist and the Kornbluth and Beth Williams
Hartt College Chorus, Dr. Gerald respectively. The exhibitions of
Marck, director, in performances paintings and drawings are being
of the Berlioz Requiem on held from January 1:6 to February
-J'oi; January 24,1981
February 3 and 4. The concerts will. 8. The galleries are located oil 94
Allyn
Street
in
Hartford.
Their
m
be held at Bushnell Memorial at
hours are Monday through Friday
8:15 p.m.
Tickets for the concert are from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. aftd Saturday
and Sjjuiday from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
available at the Bushnell Box Office
•(246-6807)'...and at all Ticketron
Real Art Ways presents Ocean
offices. Prices range from $2.50 to
Songs and Voice Pieces on Paper
$14.00.
•
by Bill Delottie. The gallery,
The Hartford Conservatory Jazz located on 40 State Street in
CLASSES
Trio will be joined by in- Hartford, will present the display
ternationally-acclaimed
tenor from January 31 to February 28.
BEGIN
Educational Center
saxophonist Jerry Ber'gonzi in a
NOV.
12,1981
TEST PREPARATION (
program of original jazz comThe February Bach's Lunch
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1 9 3 8
positions on Friday, February 6, at
program at the Trinity College
For Information About Oilier Centers In More Than 80 Ma|or US Cities A Abroad
8 p.m. in Memorial Hall of Central
Chapel will be held Friday,
Outside NY State CALL TOLL FREE: «00-223-17»2
Baptist Church, 457 Main Street,
February 6 at 12:30 p.m. The guest
Hartford. Donations for the event
artist will be John Ayer, director of
are $4.50. Tickets are available at
choral activities and chapel
the door. For information call The
HARTFORD AREA
organist at Tabor Academy in
Hartford Conservatory at 246-2588:
800 Silver Lane
Marion, Massachusetts. He will
East
Hartford, CT. 06118
play
the
Fantasy
in
G
Major,
OPEN POETRY READING
(203) 568-7927
"Wenn
wir
in
hochsten
Noten
Everyone invited to read their
poems at 8 p.m. in English Depart- Sein," and Prelude and Fugue in B
Minor.
ment on February 9th-.

i
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Duo Revitalizes Concert Series
by Scott LaFrance
The Music Department's Friday
Evening Concert Series got off to a
magnificent start this past Friday
with a performance by the Clark Schuldmann
Duo,
Sanda
Schuldmann, a pianist who gives
lessons at Trinity and Harry Clark,
cellist, are a husband and wife duo
who have been performing in the
United States, Canada, and Europe
for almost ten years. The experience they have as performers
together was evident for they
demonstrated
an incredible
amount of communication and
ciispness. The program consisted
of the Sonata in G Minor by
Beethoven, Fantasy Pieces by
Schumann and Prokofiev's Sonata
in C Major. Ii was an illustration in
itself of the diversity and beauty of
music for piano and cello in the
repertoire.
Following the duo's entrance the
pianist humorously exited to search
fora chair for her page turner. This
created a relaxed and intimate
atmosphere. The Beethoven began
with an expressive and powerful
Adagio movement in which one
was'absorbed in the lyrical drama
within the form. The second part of
the first movement which was
marked Allegro contained many
passages of counterpoint which
created an orchestral texture that
was surprising since there were
only two performers on stage. The
movement continued with a
wonderful section of bantering that
rose with passion and then stopped,
searching for the melody. Several
false cadences and a busy, almost
fitful ending created an obvious
unresolved tension. The second
movement began in a light playful
spirit but moved on to a more
romantic one, with wonderfully
expressive Beethovenian passages
and others that gave prominence to
the smooth texture of the cello.
Finally, with furious runs on the
piano, the piece ended. The piece
was handled with precision and
dexterity so the performers
themselves seemed, to vanish and
the genius of Beethoven's composition emerged.
The Fantasy Pieces, op. 73 by
Robert Schumann, is a different
kind of work and was handled in a
different and appropriate manner.
These three pieces are fantasy
pieces in the Romantic style, more
a group of melodies unified in a
poetic style rather than a theme
that is developed within a form.
The duo's experience was apparent

in these pieces; the first piece
marked "Tender with much expression" had a lovely theme with
romantic flourishes. The second
piece marked "Lively and light"
involved the cello and piano in a
playful chase back and forth in
which their communication was
evident and superb. A few somber
and serious moments were resolved
with emotional piano runs and the
piece ended rather lightly with solo
piano. The third piece "With fire
and energy" began with a demonic
cello section which evolved into a
sweet melodic theme and ended in
a triumphal passionate movement.
These selections emphasized the
duo as performers and personalities which seemed to emerge
from their interpretation as they
played with a marvelous balance
ana concurrence.
The third and final piece on the
program w/as Prokofiev's Sonata in
C Major, which Clark and
Shuldmann recorded several years
ago for the Musical Heritage
Society label. Insofar as Prokofiev
is not this reviewer's forte, I found
it both highly accessible and enjoyable. This piece, written in 1949,
exploits the timbre of the two
instruments. Ranging from the
traditional, rich cello sound to light
plucking, guitar-like strumming
and even a bizzare bow knocking,
the Sonata seemed to explore the
possibilities of the instruments by
taking themes and developing them
harmonically, atonally and rhythmically. This performance was
captivating as it developed the
piano/ cello combination in a
different manner than in the two
• previous pieces. The third
movement "Allegro, man non
troppo" began by tossing a theme
around harmonically and went on
to almost a comparison of the
tones of the two instruments. A
muted cello section produced a
mello, tragic sound. Then a change

to lightness with dissonant undercurrents and finally a grand
theme followed by a dissonant
cello section concluded the piece.
So as one can see the piece ran the
proverbial " g a m u t " . The per-forman.ee was intriguing and
exciting, for it. seemed to express
emotions on a remote and subconscious level through different
patterns and tones.
An appreciative crowd as well as
a presentation of flowers by
Professor
Love
to
Sanda
Schuldmann brought on an encore
of the slow movement of a Chopin
Sonata. It was captivating and so
sublime that I was only momentarily miffed at the boor in back of
me loudly rubbing his wool-clad
knees in time to the music. The
reception following the concert
proved to be enjoyable and tables
laden with food held their own
despite warnings at half-time to the
contrary by Professor Moshell who
claimed that the Music Department had not planned on such
good attendance.
Which brings me to a good
subject. This concert was well
attended although by no means just
by Trinity Students. With such a
wonderful cultural offering it is
encouraging to see some students
attending besides just the music
majors. This free concert was part
of the continuing Friday Evening
Concert Series and with many
more coming this semester, I hope
more students will take advantage
of the cultural opportunities that
Trinity offers. It seems to be a
much more profitable use of times
from 8:15-10:00 than watching the
tube or deciding what to wear to a
frat party.
Artist, feminist and black activist
In any event the Clark- Faith JRinggol4 will be in residence
Schuldmann Duo concert was a
at Trinity College Wednesday and
rare treat and bodes well for the Thursday, February 4 and 5. An
quality of this semester's musical exhibit of her works will be on
offerings on campus.
display in the Watkinson Library
February 2-8 and a reception will
be held there on February 4 at 4:00
p.m. On February 5, a slide show
and lecture will be held in McC ook
Auditorium at 3:00 p.m. That
evening, an
"environmental
performance" will take place in the
Washington Room at 8:00 p.m. The
exhibit, lecture and performance
are entitled, "The Wake and
Resurrection ol the Bicentennial
Negro." Admission to all of these
events is free. They are sponsored
by Trinity's Ijitercultural Studies
Program, the Watkinson Library
and the Trinity Library Associates,
the Women's Center, The Trinity
Coalition of Blacks and the

Heritage Influences Art

THE OFFICE OF FINANCIAL AID HAS MOVED!?
to Williams 215 (old Registrar's Office)
Come see our pew quarters!
Friday, January 30.

Open house

Refreshments.

Everyone welcome.

NATIONAL

D'fftfi? A HOtD^UP for fteservaUoHs

Coafition of Black Women.' " "' '
Ringgold's art includes painting,
landscapes,
murals,
rubber
sculptures, masks and mixed media
pieces. The African influence is
obvious in her work, much of
which has political overtones. Her
poster, "United States of Attica"
has been widely reproduced.
Through her art, Ringgold attempts
to involve her audience in the
black woman's experience.
A graduate of City University of
New "York with bachelor's and
master's degrees, Ringgold's art
has been shown nation-wide. Her
work is on permanent exhibit at
jnany museums, including the
Museum of Modern Art, the
Philadelphia
Civic
Center
Museum, the Women's House of
Detention ( a mural depicting the
rehabilitation of women) and the
Boston Museum of Fine Arts.
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fencers Drop Two in First Week Back
Before most Trinity students had
returned to Hartford, the fencing
team was preparing for its first
second-semester meet, against the
United States Military Academy.
Though not victorious, the fencers
preformed admirably against the
West Point cadets.
The sabre squad leader, senior
Steve Butler, led the team's scorers
by winning all three of his bouts.
Two other squad members, sophomore Tim Martin and freshman
Andy Haase, provided' Trinity with
her three additional sabre victories
by slashing through the West Point
defense.
The foil squad performed less

well, falling prey to the more
seasoned cadets. Leading the foil
squad was freshman Vladimir
Dimanshteyn, he prepared to win
2 of his three bouts after his five
years of training in the Soviet
Union. Kevin Zitnay contributed
another bout win for the foil squad.
The ever-dependable epee squad
was in its usual top form. Senior;,
Peter Paulsen and Michael Gould
had won half of the squad's first six
bouts, and the remaining bouts
would determine the match.
At this point, however the
decision was made to substitute
sophomore Ed Sharp for Gould.
Sharp, unfortunately, proved no
match for his quick-cutting op-

ponent. Despite another squad
victory by captain Dan Schlenoff,
the Trinity fencers lost to the West
Point cadets 14-13, • a great
disappointment.
On Thursday, however, the
Trinity team learned that the Yale
fencers were far tougher opponents
than the West Pointers. Trinity lost
to Yale 21-6
The shining light of this
otherwise dismal match was the
epee squad, led once more by
Michael Gould and Peter Paulsen.
These two quick-bladed seniors,
whose absence will be sorely
missed next year, provided half of
Trinity's victories. They were
assisted by Ed Sharp, who supplied
another bout.
' The sabre fencers contributed
one bout, due to the skill of Steve
Butler. Though defeated, Andy
Haase and Tim Martin went la
belle, or to, a tie score, before they
were beaten. Their dedication and
enthusiasm will prove invaluable in
the meets to come.
Vladimir Dimanshteyn provided
the final Trinity win, by nimbly
slicing through his opponent's
defense and beating him 5-0. (After
which he was forced to drop out of
the competition with a painful arm
injury.)
Though both West Point and
Yale were disappointing defeats for
the Trinity fencers, the team
gained a great deal of valuable
experience. This experience, along
with the team's own ability and
enthusiasm, should put Trinity in
good stead on January 28, when the
team confronts the University of
Connecticut in Unit D.

Senior Steve Butler [1.] executes a fleche attack.

Phat0 bv Kervn
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Chet's Chicks Cold
On January 11, the Women's
Swim Team returned to campus to
prepare for a week of double
session practices. To their dismay,
once back in Hartford, they were
greeted with a blast of New
England cold. With the sub-zero
temperatures outside it was very
chilling to discover that neither the
pool nor the locker room had heat.
Working very hard in order to
warm the pool and themselves, a
healthy sized squad swam laps and
laps each day. .By the end of the

week each girl had swum approximately 60,000 yards or 34
miles.
:
The last workout of the week
was a 100x100 yard swim. Each
lane of swimmers did four lengths
of the pool one hundred times with
in a certain interval, on the pace
clock. To do the 400 laps has
become a special double sessions
tradition with the men's and
women's teams psyching each
other to finish. To keep going for
cont. on pg. 15

Vladimir Dimanshtevn [r. ] foils his opponent and moves in to score.'

Gridders Succumb
In Triangular Meet
Though the Trinity Wrestling
Team dropped three meets this
past week, three members of the
team were able to salvage some
good. Sophomores Frank Caskin
and.Mik'e Howe went 2-1 for the
week while Junior Glenn McLellan
extended his undefeated streak to 8
as he took all three of his matches.
During last Wednesday's meet,
Trinity suffered a disheartening 429 loss to Western New England
College, McLellan's 3:40 pin and
Howe's decision teamed up to give
the Bantam's their only points.

Saturday found the Bantam's
hosting a triangular meet against
Amherst and the University of
Hartford. Trinity lost 45-12 to the
Amherst squad. A double forfeit at
118, a 7-4 win by Caskin and a 12-4
decision from McLellan accounted
for the Trinity score,
The Bants fell to U Hart by a 3015 margin. Caskin picked up a
forfeit, while Howe took a 5-3
match, and McLellan pinned a
minute into the second period.
Trinity's next home meet will be
February 10 against Wesleyani.

REMINDERS
Men's Varsity Squash
Change

photo by Roger Levin

Heavyweight Glenn McLellan chucldes as he pins his opponent from Western New England.

January 28 - Yale - Home
was 7:00; will be 3:00

Change
Nationals
were Mar. 7-9 at Williams
will be Feb. 27 - Mar.'1 at Yale
Men's JV Squash
Change

j a n 28 - Yale - Home
was 7:00; will be 3:00

Add
Feb. 14-Kent-2:30-Away
Indoor Track
Change Williams Invitational - Away -1:00
was Jan. 31; will be Feb. 14

mmmm

College Spit Shop
Squash Racquet Special
Also ski & boot rentals
112 New Britain Avs. 247-9905

Bantam Skiers Enthusiastic
by Dave Diamond
The Trinity College Ski Team,
led by Doug Rollins and John
Simons, kicked off its second
season last weekend as it travelled
to Berkshire East Ski Mountain in
Charlemont, Mass., to compete in
the Amherst College Alpine Races.
The races, which were run
consecutively on January 17th and
18th, featured Division II teams
from such colleges an Smith,
Amherst and Plymouth State as
well as from the University of
Massachusettes, University of
Connecticut, Brown University and
Northereastem University. Despite
the fact that Trinity is a relative
newcomer to the Afield, John
Simons reports that the team did
very well as it has shown "Consistent improvement " over its short
v
tv •
r history.
The slalom, which was held on

the first day of the competition, be developed. We did well this
resulted in Trinity finishing a weekend-I expect we'll do better "
ee
strong fifth, in front of the more next weekend and so on." Ind ^'
established teams from UConn, Trinity is a young team which wtt
Northeastern and Brown. Out of have plenty of time to develop into
about seventy competitors, Doug a real competitor. Of the
Rollins finished 19th, John Simons members on the roster, only three
finished 25th, Todd Clark finished are skiing out their last season this
34th, John Hamblett skied well year. The rest of the te,am consists
enough to place 39th and Steve of six Juniors, eleven sophomores;
and twelve freshmen . Moreover,
Najarian ended up 47th.
Trinity will not be losing any of its
top eight skiers after this year.
On the following day when the
To develop this young talent, the
giant slalom was run, Trinity finished seventh which was still good team practices at least once a week
enough to place in front of UConn. and over Christmas Vacation held
Out of a field of more than sixty a training weekend at Okemo
racers, Trinity's John Simons Mountain in Ludlow, Vt. There,
finished 30th, Doug Rollins the team trained intensively for
finished 36th and Glenn Ratcliffe four days under the supervision of
professional coaches to prepare for
placed 37th.
the Amherst races. Simons called
Says Simons, "The team con- the weekend "the key" to the rest
tinues to improve as it is both of the season. The season still has a
ways to go as the team will travel to
bigger and better than a year ago.
meets at Loon, Waterville Valley
Many of our members have great
and Okemo in the coming weeks.
' potential which needs only time to
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Icemen Bowing to Division III Powers
coni. from pg. 16

loss to Trinity earlier in the season
as the Stags pasted the Bants by a 71 score. Trinity's lone goal against
the eventual tourney winners was
scored by Bob Ttamonte.
In second round action for the
consolation spot, Assumption
College downed Trinity 7-3.
Though Trinity lead by a 3.-2 score
at the end of two periods,
Assumption came up with five
unanswered goals in the third
period. Bright spots for Trinity
were Upton and Flynn who had
two goals and
one goal
respectively.
, The losing streak began on the
road against New, Haven as Trinity
came up on the short end of a 10-0
score. Despite the lopsided loss,
Dunham was not too upset with the
outcome saving, "They are one of

tallied on a backhand at 14:53 to
again cut the lead to one goal. Not
to be denied, Nichols came right
back at 15:30 as Mike Toland gave
Nichols a 6-4 lead heading off the
ice at the end of the second period.
Despite outshooting Nichols 20-4
in the second period and 15-5 in the
final twenty minutes, Trinity could
not find the breaks it needed. After
Nichols upped its lead to 7-4 with
only 35 seconds gone in the final
period, Jack Slattery tallied the last
Trinity goal as he blasted a slapshot
from the Blueline at 3:50 with
assists going to Upton and Nelson.
The power-play goal proved to be
the only goal the teams would
score for a while as the game once
again saw Trinity dominate, but
come up short on numerous
occasions right in ' front. The
contest was not decided finally
until Walter Bennett tallied his
second goal of the night with 1:40
left to play.
After the game a subdued
Dunham mentioned, "If we
continue to play the way we did in
the last two periods, we are going
to win some games. The team is
ready to put the pieces together."
Although acknowledging that the
team had not-been working very
hard in past games, the Bantam
mentor affirmed, "The team
worked hard tonight and played
tough hockey. We just could not
• put the puck in the net. When you
are in a losing streak nothing seems
to go your way.'.'
Prior to the loss to Nichols,
Trinity lost* two games in the
Wesleyan Invitational Tournament. In the opening round,
Fairfield gained revenge from a 7-3

the top teams in Division Two and g
were coming off only a week break, .g
while we were coming off a five g
week layoff. We made some =
mistakes and paid for them."
£
Before the losing.streak, TrinityJ
had defeated Connecticut College j j
and Fairfield to up its record to 4-1. %
In the two games before vacation,"^
Chase was named Player of the
Week in Division Three while
Flynn was awarded Rookie of the
Week. Chase scored two goals and
one assist in each of the two wins,
while Flynn tallied one goal and
two assists against Fairfield and
two goals and one assist against Connecticut College.
Through nine games, Nelson
leads the team in. scoring with five
goals and 10 assists. The Junior
Genterman is followed by Flynn 5-

Women's Squash Opens with Promise
by Gail C.Scott

Goalie Brian Clarke makes an incredible save against the offensive
attack bv Nichols Colleae.
PhotQ bYMar v Ann Corderman
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Men s Varsity Squash Team
by Bruce Newman
Returning from Christmas
vacation a week early, the Men's
Varsity Squash Team beean a
week-long practice of daily double
sessions. Each session consisted of
grueling "suicides", "NEXTS", star
drills, and other masochistic
routines. During this week, the
squash team showed great
diligence, enthusiasm, and intensity. Half way through the early
practice week, the Bantams
traveled to New Haven to face the
New Haven Lawn Club. Narrowly
losing by a 5-4 margin, the Bantams
were then treated to drinks and
dinner which seemed to make it a
worthwhile trip.
The second week back to school
was a busy one for the squash team.
Last Monday, January 19, the

Wingman Bob Tramonte eyes the opponent's goal.
6-11, and Upton 5-6-11. Upton has Tomorrow night Trinity hosts the
had the hot stick lately for Trinity Lord Jeffs of Amherst College.
as he has scored two goals and four Both contests begin at 7:30 and are
assists in the last three games. being played at the KingswoodDefensively, goaltendei- Steve Solik
Oxford School in West Hartford.
has posted a 4.77 goals against
To get to Kingswood, Park Road
i average while registering a .863 is the easiest route. Follow Park
save percentage in 440 minutes.
Road to Trout Brook Drive and
Tonight, Trinity hosts Contake a right. Continue through one
necticut College in what should- light and the rink is one on the right
produce an exciting rematch.
hand side of the street.

varsity hosted MIT by .decimating
this team from Boston, 9-1. Trinity
won the majority-of the individual
matches in straight games,
displaying the same tenacity,
consistency, and conditioning'as in
practice, then, two days later, the
squash team made their first road
trip of the year to face Amherst
once again. The strong and experienced team at Amherst tallied
an 8-2 victory against the Bantams,
In particular, Bantam Ted Wheeler
(# 9) turned in an amazing victory
by winning 15-12, 11-15, 9-15, 15-3,
15-8. Then, on Friday, January 23,
Trinity hosted Dartmouth. This
contest provided some very tough
individual matches throughout the
line-up. Captain Peter DeRose
snatched a nail-biting, close victory
at the tt 1 position. In addition,

"Long John" Holmes, surviving
dizzy spells, clinched a 5-game
victory at the # 7 spot. Great
match, L.J.!
Unfortunately,
Dartmouth came out ahead, 8-2.
Next week, the Bantams travel to
New Haven to face the Bulldogs at
Yale. This will be a very difficult
match. Next weekend, Trinity will
host its annual squash tournament
with participating teams from
Hobart, Wesleyan, Bowdoin, and
Cornell. The Bantams have never
lost this tournament in school
history. But this year4t could be close for this young, high potential
squad. So, make a point of supporting our team next Saturday,
January 31. NOTE: Special thanks
to those in the gallery during the
Dartmouth match last Friday.
Great support, keep it up!

The season for women's squash
looks bright after their perfect five
school Round-Robin Tournament
played at Amherst on Saturday.
Under a new coach, the young
team has jumped off to a promising
start as it defeated Bowdoin 8-0,
Amherst 8-0, and Smith 7-0. Trinity
was the only undefeated team of
the five schools participating. The
potential is obviously there for a
winning season even though the
women suffered a narrow defeat to
Dartmouth earlier in the week. The
Bantams will get a chance to seek
their revenge on Dartmouth at the
Howe Cup Tournament at Yale
later, in the season.
Coach Kirk "Cameron, who also
plays squash competitively, has
molded the team out of three
seniors: Erica Churgin, Eileen
Kern, and Eugenia Erskine
(Captain); three sophomores:
Nancy Boyle, Hillary Spizziri, and
Andrea Mboney; and seven freshmen: -Nina Porter, Zerline
Goodman, Lea Spruance, Betsy
Cogswell, Sheila Marmion, Weezi

Kerr, and Charlotte Burbank.
Although the matches have just
begun, the women have been
conditioning
and
preparing
strategy for the season since early
November, the sprinting and
weight lifting have obviously begun
to pay off as they easily handled
their opponents over the weekend.
The early return from vacation and
the daily practices have not
vdampened the team's spirit and the
members look forward to more
victories. The addition of new
players combined with the experience of the upper classmen has
produced a team with morale and
ability.
The season is barely underw,^,...
This week pits the Trinity women
against Vassar on Wednesday and
Princeton on Saturday. Unfortunately, squash fans, both of
these matches are away; however,
you will get an opportunity to see
some racket expertise next week
on Trinity's own courts. There are
many more matches to come when
tjhe team will have a chance to
i exhibit its skill.
""

•
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Chicks Unrewarded for Efforts

cont. from pg. 14
almost three hours takes and
extraordinary
amount
of
motivation and will power, but
,eaph wwneji finished she was
with a great deal of pride

and a deep sense of accomplishment.
Unfortunately, all this hard word
went largely unrewarded. Las>t
Tuesday night, the chicks were set
to compete, yet their opponents for

no explained reason failed to arrive
at Trinity. Tommorrow the team
faces Wesleyan away and is sure to
trounce their opponents after all
their hard work and week's rest.

Female Hoops in Rebuilding Stage
by Tracy K. Spanner
What do you get when you pu't
seven freshmen together with a
couple of sophomores? You get a |
high-spirited team with their hearts
set on winning. A young team, the
Women's Basketball team has been
playing harder and better every
game. The ladies lost their first two
games to Bridgeport (89-64) and
Mount Holyoke (74-60). They came,
back with a win over Our Lady of
the Elms (38-69) but were defeated
by the ladies of Conn. College (7159). On Saturday, the Lady Bantams chalked up another win
against the Coast Guard Academy
Cadets (Bears) with a final score of

57-64 in a hard-fought, actionpacked game.
An aggressive team, the Bears
and the Lady Bantsms struggled for
control of the
Scoreboard
throughout the first half. The
opening. half confrontation was
spearheaded by freshman Debbie
Priestly with 14 of the team's first
half 34 points. It was a close half
with both teams showing tight, well
organized defenses and sharp
driving offenses. The score was 36,34 Coast Guard at the half with
Chris Ldfgren ('84) of the Lady
Bantams grabbing eight of the
team's 21 rebounds.
The second half saw freshmen
Chris Lofgren and Karen Crczyk

renew the offensive effort and, with
Priestly's first half baskets, score
over'40 of the team's 64 points. The
rebounding effort of the second
half was led by Lofgren and Priestly
with eight rebounds each. The
Lady Bantams pulled ahead early
in the second half and kept a firm
lead through the rest of the actionfilled game Lofgren ('84), after her
high 16 rebound game fouled out
with only a few minutes left on the
clock. The defensive gdme was
brought alive by Orczykks six
steals and Leslie Wicks' ('84) two
steals which enabled the Lady
Bantams,, to keep their lead and
take home the victory, bringing
their record to 2-3.

Captain Pete DeRose warms up for the upcoming tournaments.
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Bantam Hoopsters Up Their Record to 12-1
by Anthony FischettI

The Men's Varsity Basketball
Team stormed back from its
holiday break with a 3-0 week,
increasing its winning streak to
nine games, and improving its
record to an eye-catching 12-1. The
squad is currently ranked third in
New England, and is number one
nationally in defense in Div. Ill
ratings.
Coach Dan Doyle's troops have
(iisDlaved a nonchalance in winning
usually associated with extremely
talented teams, as it has won some
games on sheer ability, while in
others it has outdistanced its
opponents via an opportunistic
offense which takes advantage of a
quick, predatory, ball-hawking
defense.

second-half, as freshman guard Jim
Bates made some flashy steals
which enabled the Bantams to
embark upon an 8-0 scoring tear
and open up a 10 point lead. The
freshman guard has proved
something of a find, as his shifty,
deceptively quick moves have
made. him a good penetrator on
offense, and ever-present threat to
steal on defense. Co-captain John
Meaney hit some long top" of the
key jumpers, and along with Rapp's
inside play, the hosts emerged
victorious.

Tuesday night at Ferris, the
Bantams drew a tougher opponent,
the Ephmen of Williams. It wasn't
until the Bants had relinquished an
8 point second half lead and had
the outcome in doubt that Rapp (23
points) and Jim Callahan could put
the game away, Trinity winning, 70Such was the case last Saturday 67. The Bantams had to deal with a
evening, as the Bantams patiently collapsing Williams' zone which
utilized a perimeter passing game negated any inside scoring chances
to neutralize a sagging Coast. and forced Trinity to pop from
Guard Academy zone, and outside. The shots, however,
defeated the pesky Cadets by a 64- weren't falling, and at the in52 score. Trinity relied on leading termission, Trin trailed by a point,
scorer Carl Rapp's offensive punch 34-33.
•
for point-production, as the junior
co-Captain managed to toss in 20
The hosts raced to a quick
despite being double-teamed most second half lead, and assumed a 54of the contest.
49 advantage with nine minutes to
play. Bates and Meaney were
The game opened in usual Coast
pushing the ball upcourt, creating
Guard fashion, as the deliberate
openings for Callahan and Dave
Cadets slowed the pace to a crawl,
Wynter side jumpers, or Rapp's
hoping to induce some anxious
baseline magic, The lead gradually
Bantam turnovers. That strategy,
slipped away, however, as turnfor the most part, proved
overs and ,a breakdown in the
successful, as the Bants shot poorly
transition game permitted the
and committed some costly turnvisitors to fastbreak their way back
overs, but still entered the locker- .
into contention. With Trinity up
room holding a 28-24 edge.
63-55 and 4 minutes to play, the
Defense was the key to . the Ephmen oiitscored the Bantams by

10-2, eventually tying the game on
a 3 point play with 1:01 left. Trinity
regained its poise, and Rapp hit a
layup and was fouled off a nifty
Callahan feed to put the hosts up
by 3 and in the driver's seat.
The Bantams finally got a
breather Friday evening, as the
squad traveled to Neport, R.I. and
defeated a horribly outclassed
team by an 84-56 score. The Bants
has opened the season against
Newport and had rolled to an 85-37
victory, and Friday was no different, as Trinity scored early and
often over its smaller opponents,
and almost immediately jettisoned
them from their gym.
The starters were rested for most
of the game, as Trin jumped out to
a 50-26 half time lead and was never
threatened. Forward Roger Coutu
regained his shooting touch • and
paced all scorers with 24 points,
whife Rapp and C allahan contributed 15 each in the winning
effort.
This week marks the biggest test
yet for the Bantam hoopsters, as
the squad travels to Middletown
this evening to take on arch-rival
YVesleyan (7:30 tipoff), and to
Amherst on Thursday night (8 p.m..
opening tap). What figures to be
the toughest game of the year
looms on Saturday afternoon, as
the Jumbos of Tufts invade the
Ferris Athletic Center for a 2 p.m.
encounter. The game promises to
be an exciting matchup between
these two extremely talented teams
who are both vying for high New
England rankings. Bantam fan
support for this crucial battle is
greatly encouraged.

(Jo-(Japtain Carl Kapp out-muscles and out-manuevers his
photo by R.Michael Hall
opponents to go up for the score.

Bantam Skaters at Low Ebb
by Robert Falk

Jim Bates skies for a twelve foot jump shot against three William defenders.

photo bv i im Bolton

•Heading
into " Christmas
vacation, a big question on the
minds of many was whether the
Varsity Hockey Team could return
irom the break and bring with them
the play that had earned the
Bantams to an impressive 4-1 mark.
Unfortunately, the Icemen have
fallen upon hard times since
returning from their five week
layoff as is demonstrated by a
current four game losing streak.
Plagued by injuries and frequent
lapses in concentration, Coach
John Dunham's team has bowed to
Division Two power New Haven,
while falling victim to Division
Three
opponents
Fairfield,
Assumption and Nichols. Heading
into tonight's game at home against
Connecticut College, Trinity
stands at 4-5 including a 4-4 record
in Division Three play.
In a contest marked by Trinity
domination over the final two
periods, Nichols College traveled
to the Kingswood-Oxford School
rink and handed the Bantams a 8-5
loss. Despite the score, Trinity
managed to outshoot the visitors
40-23 as the Bantams missed
countless opportunities to score
throughout the game.
The first twenty minutes proved
to be a period that Trinity would
just as soon forget as Nichols
jumped out to a 3-0 lead. Rich
Clark gave Nichols a lead it would
never relinquish as he scored a
short handed breakaway goal at
6:15 of the opening stanza. Less
than two minutes later with Trinity

two men down, Clark again found
the net as he deflected a shot infront which found its way past
Bantam netminder Brian Clarke.
Exactly one minute later, Nichols
scored its second shorthanded goal
of the game to increase its lead to
3-0.

..
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Wanting to forget the first
period, Trinity came out fast in the
second period. Early in the period
with Trinity on a power-play, TriCaptain Tom Chase flipped in a
rebound in front as senior Larry
Rosenthal and freshman Bill Stride
were credited with assists. Trinity
continued to press the action as the
line of Kevin Slatlery, Karl Nelson
and Dan Flynn, especially
dominated play. The -pressure paid
off as the Bants closed the score to
3-2 less than a minute later when
sophomore Steve. MacDonald
converted a faceoff from Joe
Upton at 4:04.
After Nichols took some of the •
presure off by scoring seven
seconds later,_ Trinity tallied its
second man-up goal of the game
when. Mike McCarthy flipped a
rebound past Nichols goalie Chris
McWade. The goal at 6:52 was set
up by Upton and Flynn who were
credited with assists.
After McCarthy had sliced the
lead to 4-3, the Bantams continued
to dominate play. Although neither
side produced any goals for
roughly seven minutes, the game
featured numerous close calls for
Nichols as Trinity kep firing on
McWade. After Gary Coutts increased Nichols' lead to 5-3 at
13:21, ever-hustling Kevin Slattery
•'
cont. onpg. 15
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